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SILVER MUSE
SUMMER SAILINGS
LET US TAKE YOU CLOSER
TO THE AUTHENTIC BEAUTY OF
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
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LUXURY WITHOUT LIMITS

Outdoor Dining, La Terrazza

Our newest flagship is an undeniable work of art, setting
a new bar in luxury cruising and redefining opulent ocean
travel. Silver Muse offers unrivalled space-to-guest ratio and
maintains the small ship intimacy and spacious all ocean-view
suite accommodation we pride ourselves in and that our
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guests have come to expect. Set in the most exclusive of
surrounds, experience relaxation amongst spacious and
eloquently equipped indoor and outdoor spaces, and the most
comprehensive choice of dining at sea – with eight different
venues to choose from.
Boutique in size, Silver Muse can access ports that larger ships
simply cannot and provides an intimate, yet elegant home
away from home. But it is our staff that are our real treasures,
dedicated to your needs 24-hours a day, providing service that
is discreet and personal. As soon as you set sail on a Silversea
cruise you can enjoy the peace of mind that comes when you

Classic Veranda Suite

realise all your needs are being taken care of – sometimes
before you even ask.

SILVER MUSE
SPECIFICATIONS

AMENITIES AND FEATURES
FOR ALL SUITES

Crew

417

Butler service

Guests

596

Refrigerator and bar setup,

Tonnage

40,700

Length

212.8 M

Width

27 M

Speed

19.8 Knots

Passenger
Decks

8

Built

2017

stocked with your preferences
Plush Etro® bathrobes
Bvlgari® bath amenities, plus a
choice of other European brands
Complimentary WiFi for all suites
Pratesi® fine bed linens
Personalised stationery
Umbrella
Hair dryer
Wall mounted USB-C mobile
device chargers
Direct-dial telephone(s)
iHome Radio / Alarm charging
station (with USB cable or
Qi wireless charging),
NFC Bluetooth connectivity

Silver Suite
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to Greece!
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PLUS: GAME OF THRONES GOES PUBLIC & FOOD TRENDS IN THE UK

DISCOVER
IRELAND’S WILD
ATLANTIC WAY
A visit to Ireland - at the rugged edge of
Europe - is like an epic journey through an ever
changing landscape and history, the perfect
beginning or end to any European trip.
Experience the untamed west coast of Ireland,
and start an adventure you’ll never want to
end. The 2,500 km Wild Atlantic Way route is
the longest defined coastal drive in the world
accompanied by the elemental roar of the
Atlantic and the warmth of the Irish people.
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AGENTtalk

Greece is
the word
for agents
INSIGHT VACATIONS have launched their Top
Achievers trip for 2019 with agents in line for an
eight-day visit to Greece.
The launch of the promotion has been timed
to coincide with the release of the company’s
2019 Europe and Britain Collection.
Starting in Athens, agents will have the
chance to experience one of the most ancient
capitals of the world. In the company of a local
expert, the lucky winners will visit the Acropolis
and the rest of the city’s famous monuments.
In Mykonos, agents can explore the town
and discover the maze of alleyways of Cycladic
houses that make up the island. With an
abundance of dining experiences included and
time to enjoy the island at leisure, this trip will
be one to remember.
“It’s been a fantastic year for Insight and
we couldn’t do it without our travel agency
partners,” said Lorraine Sharp,
Managing Director for Insight
Vacations.
“We want our agents to make
their own Insight moments and
there’s no better way to do that
than in the beautiful and iconic
country of Greece.”
To qualify agents must belong
to one of the highest 20 selling
stores or one of the three highest
growth stores to book Insight
Vacations or Luxury Gold 2019
departures by February 28, 2019.
■ insightvacations.com.au

RAIL IN THE

SAVINGS

RAIL PLUS is offering agents the chance to pass on
significant savings to any clients travelling to Germany
over the next few months.
The company is offering a 20 per cent discount off
seven-day German Rail Passes and 10 per cent off threeday passes. Two-day Consecutive and Flexi Passes will
also be available during this promotional period.
Prices start at $195 for the two-day pass, $232 for
the three-day pass and $293 for the seven-day pass.
Bookings must be made by December 6 and travel
completed by January 31, 2019. Terms and conditions
apply.
■ railplus.com.au
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AGENTtalk

WIN A TRIP TO
THE GRAMMY’S
DELTA AIR Lines and Discover Los Angeles are offering agents the
chance to win a star-studded trip to the GRAMMY Awards.
The nationwide incentive has three trips up for grabs to the
music industry’s night-of-nights in L.A. on February 10 next year.
The incentive runs from now until December 14 and aims to
educate agents on the new cabin products – including the Delta
One suite in business and Delta Premium Select in premium
economy – on Delta’s modified Boeing 777 aircraft, which will
launch on the Sydney-LAX route in April 2019.
Eligible consultants will be in the running to win an exclusive
experience in February, including return flights, accommodation at
one of the city’s trendiest properties Hotel Figueroa, an invitation to
Delta’s pre-GRAMMY Awards party and the GRAMMY Awards.

That’s a wrap on
great USA race
THE QANTAS Holidays 2018 RaceAround Southern California has
wrapped up with more than 35 leisure consultants taking part.
Attendees got the chance to test out their navigation skills,
stamina and team spirit over six days of American adventures.
Consultants earned their place on the mega famil by selling
Qantas Holidays and Qantas Airways products, to accrue points
during the promotion period. Bonus points were awarded to those
who issued tickets or booked passengers for selected Southern
California destinations.
The promotion kicked off with four teams flying in to Huntington
Beach, West Hollywood, San Diego and Los Angeles.
After receiving an envelope with their daily challenges, the teams
set out on experiences including visits to Legoland in San Diego,
electric bike tours in West Hollywood, salvation mountain desert
adventures in Greater Palm Springs and surf lessons and yoga in
Huntington Beach.
Challenges included submitting a photo of a team member with
a celebrity, choreographing and performing a cheerleading routine,
locating the oldest American coin and creating a masterpiece using
Dr Pepper cans.
Dining experiences were aplenty, with local delights including In
and Out Burger, a breakfast at the famous Hotel del Coronado in San
Diego, tequila tasting in Greater Palm Springs and S’mores on the
beach in Huntington Beach.
The famil wrapped up in Anaheim, where they participated in
an IncredEVENT at Disneyland Resort and enjoyed a ride on the
Incredicoaster at the newly re-imagined Pixar Pier.
“RaceAround is such an amazing experience for all agents
involved!” said Steve Brady, National Sales Manager Wholesale
Qantas Holidays.
“The competition was as fierce as ever this year with Southern
California being a much sought-after destination.”

The three major prizes include:
• Return economy flights to L.A. for two people on Delta
• Two bronze tickets to the GRAMMY Awards
• Two tickets to Delta’s GRAMMY pre-party
• Three nights’ accommodation at Hotel Figueroa (Feb 9-12) for
two people twin share
• Return LAX Airport transfers for two people
• Two tickets to the GRAMMY Museum at L.A. Live
• Two tickets to Warner Bros Studio Tour Hollywood
• One $US100 Westfield L.A. shopping gift card
Agents will also have the chance to win weekly entertainmentthemed prizes throughout the incentive, including Apple Music
gift cards, Gold Class movie vouchers and Coles/Myer gift cards.
To be eligible, agents will need to sell a minimum of two Australia
– Los Angeles Delta tickets, learn the new features of Delta’s
modified Boeing 777, complete a short product questionnaire and
complete Discover L.A.’s online training tool, L.A. Insider, which is
designed to better help sell the City of Angels.
■ For further information, visit: winyourwaytola.com.au

AGENT BAGS A
$5,000 APPLE
JANINE GALANAKIS has been named
as the lucky winner of a joint incentive
run by DriveAway and Flight Centre
Travel Group.
Janine from Flight Centre
Eastgardens in New South Wales has
won an Apple tech pack worth $5,000.
Her prize includes a MacBook Pro,
HomePod speaker, Apple TV, Apple
Watch and an iPad.
Left to right: Blake Wiggins, BDM at DriveAway; Janine Galanakis,
Flight Centre Eastgardens; Natasha Wahab, Trade Marketing
Executive at DriveAway.
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AGENTtalk: Interview

Left: Japan.
Above: Italy

Why we’re just
made for agents
Here, we talk to Andrew Yell, General Manager: Global Sales,
Product Contracting & Operations, Excite Holidays, about
the company’s continuing love affair with agents.
Q: What is your key strategy these
days and how does it vary
from years past?
A: We value the importance of the trade at
Excite Holidays and our strategy focuses on
helping our agents grow their businesses.
Our motto is ‘Made for Agents’ and
we always look to put the agent first
in everything we do, from our product
contracting to our technology development
and marketing efforts. Our business
functions are all working towards this
common goal.

Q: What can agents expect
from your product offering?
A: We sell an enormous range of product
across destinations all over the world. We
have more than 350,000 hotels, 100,000
activities and tours and transfers in more
than 100 countries.
We want agents to know that they can
find the perfect product no matter where
in the world their clients are going. We give
agents the choice to find the right product
for their customers with flexible conditions
depending on their needs. We really do have
the world covered!
8 | W W W. T R AV E LTA L K M A G . C O M . A U

Q: What are you offering that’s
a little bit different?
A: One of our strengths of having a large
product range is that there are some
really interesting options for both our
accommodation and tours.
We have castles in Ireland, traditional
Ryokans in Japan, converted silos in New
Zealand and even an Italian hotel that is
built into several caves.
We have activities to satisfy all tastes,
from adventure and cultural to foodorientated activities. Our more unique and
exotic tours include multi-day safaris in
South Africa, caving adventures in Iceland,
Game of Thrones tours in Croatia and
swimming with pigs in the Bahamas.

Q: What’s your ‘tried-and-true’
mainstay offering that clients continue
to love and why do they love it?
A: The USA has long been a big destination
for us, as well as Europe – Italy, France and
UK have been popular destinations for the
summer. Our activities in Europe have also
been popular, particularly some of our ‘skipthe-line’ tickets for major attractions.
In recent years, our domestic offering has

Andrew Yell

grown from strength to strength and we are
selling more into Australia than ever before.
From an activities perspective, we are
seeing growth in tours in Japan, where we
offer a wide variety of cultural and day tours
like traditional Geisha experiences, tours
of the famous Tsukiji fish markets and the
always popular day trips to Mount Fuji by
bullet train.

Q: Are you modifying your offerings
to accommodate the desire many
consumers have to ‘live like a local’
and to have ‘authentic’ experiences?
A: This is an important trend, one that is
normally attributed to Millennials and Gen
Z, but we believe authentic ‘live like a local’
experiences are sought out by travellers
of all ages. We are definitely seeing more
interest in some of our experiences that
allow visitors to immerse themselves in a
local culture.
This is where we hope to really support our
agents with quality content on our dedicated
agent hub, Excite Engage, where they can find
great experiences to pass onto their clients
that will add a little extra to their service.
■ exciteholidays.com

AGENTtalk: Famil Review

ALEX SEES THE LIGHT
South Africa wasn’t on the travel radar for ALEX LEE, Travel
Consultant for Travel & Cruise Bright in Victoria. So why is it
now one of her favourite destinations in the world?
I HAVE to admit, before I became a travel
agent, Africa wasn’t really on my list of places
to go.
I’m a cold weather lover, preferring
mountains and snow, and naively saw Africa
as a hot, expensive, far-away place.
During my years working as a travel
agent though, I started seeing a consistent
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pattern. All of my clients and colleagues
who travelled to Africa came back absolutely
raving about their experiences and telling
me the same thing: “you must go.”
My opportunity to finally visit the country
came recently with five other lucky agents on
the specialist famil run by the South African
Tourism Board and South African Airlines.
I discovered that South Africa is neither
expensive nor far away (thanks SAA), there
are beautiful mountains there (and snow)
and it’s now one of my favourite countries in
the world.
What we saw in 10 days in South Africa
shows the diversity that this country has to
offer – there’s truly something for everyone
here.
Our adventure started in the spectacular
winelands region of Cape Town – we
stayed in the stunning villas at L’Ermitage
Franschhoek on a lake overlooking the
surrounding mountains.
We visited local wineries by motorbike
sidecar and ate some delicious local
produce, quickly discovering that food and
drink in this country is very cheap – a beer
costs around $3 and a nice bottle of local
wine at a restaurant around $10 – a fact that
we took full advantage of.
And the food! We indulged in seafood
platters, biltong, cheese tasting and even
dined with a local family at their home in
Stellenbosch.
The Elgin Valley was a surprise package,
only 90 minutes from Cape Town off the

regular tourist trail – think rolling hills,
wineries, lakes, mountains and friendly,
laid-back locals. We did a ziplining adventure
here and it was a fun way to see the area.
From the beautiful coastlines and fun
nightlife of Cape Town, it was back onto
a SAA plane to Johannesburg and onto a
one-hour FedAir flight up to (malaria free)
Madikwe Game Reserve.
Upon approach into Madikwe, we spotted
zebra and giraffe from the plane and the
excitement stepped up again.
Landing on the Madikwe airstrip and
dodging the elephant poo, we met our
guide Pierre from Jaci’s Lodges, donned our
safari hats and prepared ourselves for an
incredible four days of safari game drives
and beautiful accommodation at both Jaci’s
Tree Lodges and Madikwe Safari Lodge.
A leopard cub up a tree, a two-day old
elephant learning to use his trunk, a cheetah
pair on the prowl and a rare caracal sighting
were highlights. Giraffe, elephants, rhino and
zebra all became the norm as we relaxed
into the safari groove.
We bounced out of bed for 5:30am wake
up calls, spectacular sunrises, sundowner
drinks and delicious dinners under the stars,
with the sound of trumpeting elephants and
roaring lions in the background, which was
absolutely surreal.
The only problems we had were trying to
decide if the baby rhino or baby elephant
was cuter and thwarting a thieving baboon
with a taste for toothpaste.
After this trip, I now share that sentiment
of my clients and colleagues – South Africa is
somewhere that everyone must go!
■ southafrica.net

AGENTtalk: Famils

THESE IRISH EYES ARE SMILING
TOURISM IRELAND and Cathay Pacific hosted
six agents on a famil timed to coincide with the
launch of a major new route for the airline.
Cathay’s new one-stop flight to Dublin via
Hong Kong goes from Melbourne, Brisbane,
Sydney and Perth.
The famil group consisted of four top
selling Helloworld agents and two Gold
Ireland Specialists. The program included
Dublin, the Causeway Coastal Route, DerryLondonderry and the Wild Atlantic Way from
Donegal, Sligo, Mayo and Galway.
The agents stayed in an array of
contemporary and traditional hotels
including The Alex Hotel in Dublin, City Hotel
in Derry-Londonderry, the Mill Park Hotel in
Donegal town, the Westport Coast Hotel and
the Myerick Hotel Galway City.
“There is really no substitute for being able
to come here and experience what Ireland
has to offer firsthand,” said Sofia Hansson,
Tourism Ireland’s Manager Australia.
“As we prepare for 2019, our aim is that
when these travel agents return home,
they will be better informed and really
enthusiastic about the destination, which
will in turn help to secure a greater share of
their business for Northern Ireland.”

Ireland has seen good growth in visitors
from Australia and New Zealand over the
past few years, with visitors from Australia
and New Zealand up 5.4 per cent this year.
Tourism Ireland is rolling out an extensive
program of promotions in Australia to grow
business in the shoulder and off-season
months.
The initiative includes a sales mission, an
‘early bird’ online advertising campaign, cooperative promotions with key airline and

tour operator partners, email marketing and
social media promotions.
Participants on the famil were Meagan
Bailey, Travel Associates, Matthew Foreman,
Helloworld, Genevieve Westgarth, St Ives
Travel, Megan Hermann, Phil Hoffmann, Olivia
Warmington, Flight Centre, Jaymee Joseph,
British Travel, Melanie Thompson, Cathay
Pacific and Martha Behan, Tourism Ireland.
■ trade.ireland.com

Planting a memory
A GROUP of agents have been whisked away
on a reward and recognition famil to Bali
courtesy of Garuda Indonesia and Qantas
Holidays.
Staying at the spacious Legian Beach
Hotel, the Helloworld agents were able to
relax in style. The property even planted a
tree and named it the ‘Helloworld Tree’ to
commemorate the group’s visit.

GETTING IN ON THE ACTION
PORT VILA was the main base for a group of 10 agents who experienced a famil to Vanuatu.
Curated by The Vanuatu Tourism Office and Air Vanuatu, the itinerary was carefully
planned to showcase the best adventure activities all accessible from the capital city.
Highlights for the eight Flight Centre agents and two Infinity consultants included a
helicopter ride over Efate, a jungle zipline, a speedboat ride and the Blue Lagoon.
Away from the action, agents were also able to relax and enjoy island life, immersing
themselves in the local community and experiencing the welcoming nature that Vanuatu
is renowned for.
“This trip was a fantastic opportunity for the agents to experience the exhilarating
activities in Port Vila,” said Ben Urquhart, Australian representative of The Vanuatu
Tourism Office.
“Everyone was blown away with the diverse range of activities on offer in and around
the capital, and how easily accessible they all were from their accommodation.”

Left to right: Fab Leiva, Air Tickets; Allirra
Franks, Helloworld Travel Glendale; Soo Chan,
HT Greenborough; Laura Mccann, HT Bunbury;
Michael, Legian Beach Hotel; Jana Gee, HT
Dunsborough; Rebecca Stevens, Ulladulla
Travel; Tanya Van Angeren, Sorrento Travel &
Cruise
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AGENTtalk

Cheryl Scanlan from
Phil Hoffman Travel

WHO’S GOT THE
$22,000 ANSWER?
AURORA EXPEDITIONS has announced the
winner of their latest agent incentive, a prize
valued at more than $22,000.
Cheryl Scanlan from Phil Hoffman Travel
in Adelaide has won a trip for two onboard
the new expedition ship, the Greg Mortimer.
Set to launch in October 2019, Greg
Mortimer is a new state-of-the-art vessel
that has been purpose-built for adventure.
It allows expeditioners onboard to explore
new destinations and disembark the ship for
small group excursions and cultural activities
unique to each location.

The prize is available to book on any
of Aurora Expeditions’ recently launched
Latin America voyages, with new itineraries
including ‘Wild Chile’, ‘Treasures of a Coastal
Desert’, ‘Pacific to Caribbean Discovery’ and
‘Caribbean Odyssey’.
The new expeditions span Chile, Peru,
Ecuador, Columbia, Panama, Central America
and the Caribbean Coast. They feature
opportunities like visiting the remote
Robinson Crusoe islands and a daylight
Panama Canal crossing.
“The new Americas trips were launched

following strong demand for Aurora
Expeditions to offer our signature small ship
expeditions outside of the polar regions,”
said Robert Halfpenny, Managing Director of
Aurora Expeditions.
“The launch of the new Greg Mortimer
ship meant we were able to deliver yearround itineraries in exciting new destinations
rarely visited by cruise companies.”
The company’s recent Latin America
launch events had an overwhelming
response in market, with more than 600
agents attending across 11 locations
throughout Australasia.
“From all of us at Aurora Expeditions, we
thank our trade partners for their support
in attending the events and coming on the
journey with us as we continue to innovate
and expand our offering.”
■ auroraexpeditions.com.au

KIWIS SHOW
US THE QUAY

Bring a client night is back
OCEANIA CRUISES has announced new dates and locations for its popular ‘Agent Bring
Client’ event series.
Events will take place in Canberra (Nov. 22), Perth (Nov. 26), Adelaide (Nov. 28) and
Newcastle (Dec. 3).
“We are delighted to be able to expand our ‘Agent Bring Client’ offering for our valued
trade partners and their qualified VIP clients,” said Steve McLaughlin, Vice President of Sales
Australia & New Zealand for Oceania Cruises.
“The presentation will showcase our collection of new 2020 itineraries right across the
fleet, visiting over 450 destinations spanning Europe, Alaska, Asia, Africa and beyond.
“Any bookings agents make on the day will have all commissions fully credited back to
them, with exclusive offers made available to those in attendance.”
Depending on what best suits their clients, agents can choose from 2pm or 6pm start
times at each location.
■ nclhroadshows.com.au
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CRUISE LINES International Association
(CLIA) Australasia has revealed the first
winners of its #ChooseCruise promotion.
Quay Cruise in New Zealand (pictured
below) has won a P&O Cruises holiday for
its efforts in promoting cruising during
#ChooseCruise ocean week.
Elsewhere Sarah Fenton from MTA Travel
was awarded a $500 Breakaway Travel Voucher
for her #ChooseCruise social media campaign.
“This is the third year I have been
recognised by CLIA during the October
cruise promotion and I continue to work
hard on these campaigns as I truly believe
that cruise is the best value holiday around,”
said Ms Fenton.
■ choosecruise.org.au

AGENTtalk

Toy Story Land.
Picture courtesy Disney

Final few selected for Disney trip
NINE MORE agents from Australasia are
packing their mouse ears ready for their
upcoming visit to Walt Disney World Resort
in Florida.
The eight top selling agents and one
random winner are the final agents to
qualify for the ‘A Very Merry Toy Story Land
Christmas’ mega-fam incentive.
The Australian winners are: Claudia
Griffiths, Qantas/Viva Holidays; Kate
Robinson-Hallahan, Infinity Holidays; Tara
Dickinson, Flight Centre; Bella Cilia, Flight
Centre; Jess Prior, Infinity Holidays; Kirsten
Parker, Magical Mouse Holidays and Makala

Stratford, Flight Centre.
Their six-night stay at Walt Disney World
Resort will include a full itinerary with
world-class entertainment and recreation
across four theme parks and two water
parks: Magic Kingdom, Epcot, Disney’s
Hollywood Studios, Disney’s Animal
Kingdom, Disney’s Blizzard Beach and
Disney’s Typhoon Lagoon.
The winners will fly on the Virgin
Australia and Delta Air Lines joint venture,
attend Mickey’s Very Merry Christmas Party
and enjoy an exclusive VIP viewing of mustsee night time entertainment including the

SOUTH AFRICA

Happily Ever After Fireworks Spectacular.
During their visit the group will also
experience all the new additions, including
Toy Story Land at Disney’s Hollywood
Studios and Pandora – The World of
Avatar at Disney’s Animal Kingdom Theme
Park.
The trip also includes an afternoon of
fine food and wine at the annual Epcot
International Food and Wine Festival,
shopping and dining at Disney Springs
and a site inspection of Disney Cruise Line’s
Disney Dream.
■ disneytravelagents.com.au
Urzila Carlson (right)
with SA operators

COMES DOWN UNDER
THE BIENNIAL South African Tourism road
show has been taking place with agents
treated to educational and entertaining
evenings around Australia.
More than 1,000 agents are expected to
take part, with events taking place in Perth,
Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne.
Some 19 South African operators ranging
from local tourism boards to hotels and 10
Australasian wholesalers were on hand to
provide agents with their invaluable insight
and product knowledge.
This year’s road shows were hosted by
South African comedian and South African
Tourism ambassador, Urzila Carlson.
Some of the destination’s many
highlights were showcased through a
series of videos featuring Urzila following

her recent trip to South Africa.
Attendees were also taken an interactive
and educational journey of South Africa,
travelling across the provinces to learn
about the country’s fine cuisine, wine and
welcoming culture. Once-in-a-lifetime
experiences available in South Africa also
include a safari to spot the ‘Big Five’ among
the country’s wildlife.
Speaking on behalf of South African
Tourism, Australasia Hub Head, Mosilo
Sofonia, said the event provided the perfect
opportunity for the travel industry to get to
know what South Africa has to offer.
“Attendance has been overwhelming with
the show providing a platform for agents
to build unforgettable itineraries for their
clients,” she said.

To bring the show to life, South African
Tourism partnered with airline partner,
South African Airways (SAA).
Agents were also able to win a spot
on a famil trip to ‘Meet South Africa’ for
themselves simply by attending the road
show events. Those who didn’t win on the
night can still go on the trip by entering the
South African Specialist Competition.
■ southafrica.net/gl/en/trade/page/
sa-specialist-competition.
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INCENTIVE
TO SELLING
Mariner of the Seas. Picture courtesy Royal Caribbean

Tea plantation in Kandy,
Sri Lanka. Picture courtesy
G Adventures

Make a change & win a trip
G ADVENTURES has launched its largest ever
agent incentive program called ‘Change
Makers Challenge.’
The promotion encourages agents to
focus on ‘changing people’s lives’ through
travel and invites them to rediscover their
purpose – why they love selling travel – in
the process.
Running from now until March 31 next
year, the program culminates in a ‘Change
Makers Summit,’ which will take place in an
undisclosed location in June.
More than 100 change makers from the
UK and Ireland, Central Europe, Canada, the
United States, Australia and New Zealand
will be brought together at the mystery
destination.
The summit will comprise of a weeklong trip where agents will see firsthand
the impact responsible travel has on local
communities, as well as visiting destination
highlights to help build their product
knowledge.
At the end of the trip, agents will have a
14 | W W W . T R A V E L T A L K M A G . C O M . A U

full-day, immersive G Adventures experience
and a farewell party.
“We change the lives of our travellers
when they choose to explore the world with
us and, as a social enterprise, we change
the lives of local people in the destinations
to which we travel,” said David Green, Vice
President, G Adventures.
“We’re asking our agents to become
‘Change Makers’ – to realise the impact they
can have and to recognise why our world
deserves more of them and their customers
in it.”
Agents should look out for surprise
challenges, as well as ‘social good’ entry
submissions (submitting work they do that
gives back in some way) to help them secure
extra entries to attend.
“We know purpose-driven employees are
more engaged and passionate, so we want to
remind agents why they love what they do.”
Agents will automatically receive one
entry per ‘life changed’ (traveller booked).
■ gadventures.com/changemakers

CRUISEFUSION IS offering agents the
chance to win a seven-day Royal Caribbean
cruise.
The incentive also includes a bonus two
per cent commission on applicable cruise
sales from now until December 31. The top
selling agent for the period will win the
cruise from Sydney.
The promotion highlights Cruisefusion’s
new Odysseus live dynamic packaging
reservations platform, which was unveiled
last month. It allows agents to book a
complete fly/cruise/stay travel package
and access a range of unique cruise
holidays.
“Agents are enjoying the benefits of
being able to process a cruise, air and hotel
booking with live and dynamic pricing
in the one platform,” said Geoff Hackett,
General Manger Cruisefusion.
“This incentive provides an opportunity
for agents to earn hundreds, if not
thousands of dollars, in extra commission
and be in the running for the Royal
Caribbean cruise to the top sales agent.”
■ cruisefusion.com.au

IN BRIEF
WORLD RESORTS of Distinction (WRD)
is offering the industry’s highest
commission levels for the Coco Privé
Private Island in the Maldives.
For trips to the ‘celebrity’ island
between December 1 and 31, WRD will
increase commission from 15 per cent to
18 per cent for agents and from 20 per
cent to 22 per cent for wholesalers.
Famed for its exclusivity, Coco Privé
Private Island is a favourite with royalty,
Hollywood stars and billionaires.
■ cocoprive.com
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BOOK IT NOW

Raw and
remarkable
COOKING WITH Rwandan villagers and
bonding with baby baboons are among the
experiences featured in Crooked Compass’
signature 2019 African tours.
The boutique tour operator specialises in
authentic cultural travel with conservation
and sustainability at its core, while keeping
comfort in mind with predominately luxury
lodge accommodation.
“Our travellers have the opportunity to
travel deeper and uncover the side of a
destination they didn’t know existed, while
supporting communities and projects they
visit,” said Lisa Pagotto, founder of Crooked
Compass.
“They naturally become our ambassadors
as their experiences are all they can talk about
once they return to ‘normal’ life.”
The 10-night ‘Remarkable Rwanda’ tour
is female-only and guests will try their
hand at sisal basket weaving or shopping
for ingredients at colourful markets before
learning to cook in a local’s home.
Choose from village activities such as
traditional construction, cow dung art,
banana juice making, candle dipping and hive
making. It is priced from $13,427 per person
twin share.
The 11-night ‘Raw Namibia’ experience
involves a visit to the vast, remote Khaudom
National Park to witness elephants, giraffes,
antelopes, lions and spotted hyenas.
In the Erindi Private Game Reserve,
travellers can add rhinos and wild dogs to
the list – the latter being one of the most
endangered species in the world – then spend
the afternoon relaxing by a busy waterhole.
Participants will also have the option of
‘telemetry tracking’ with a qualified guide,
where they’ll observe tagged animals on the
ultimate game drive. Walk with tamed caracal
cats and get up close and personal with baby
baboons. It is priced from $7,877 per person
twin share.
■ crooked-compass.com
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Remarkable Rwanda.
Photo courtesy
Richard Denyer

The Elephant Whispers Project
in Kruger National Park

GET THE MOST OUT OF AFRICA
EVERGREEN TOURS has launched its
2019 Africa brochure featuring a 29-day
‘Cape Town to Cairo’ itinerary.
Priced from $15,565 per person, the
fully escorted tour begins in Cape Town,
which is flanked by Table Mountain and
surrounded by more than 400 wineries.
Guests will then tour the Garden Route
where the lagoon at Knysna flows out to
a jagged coastline.
A visit to Addo Elephant National
Park gives travellers their first sight
of wild animals such as lion, buffalo,
elephant, giraffe and springbok.
Journey to seaside Durban, then tour
the Drakensberg Ranges followed by
a drive through the tiny kingdom of
Swaziland to Kruger National Park and
Victoria Falls.
From here it’s on to Egypt, where a

colourful, vibrant, rich and passionate
culture awaits. Here you’ll find desert
landscapes, home to thousands of years
of history, and archaeological treasures.
“With the launch of our 2019 Africa
program, Evergreen is showing just
how competitive we are with our new
Cape Town to Cairo product,” said Angus
Crichton, Director Sales, Marketing and
Product for Evergreen Tours.
“Combined with our reputation for
quality, value and professional service
this is a market winner in every respect.”
Evergreen is also offering an 18day ‘South Africa and Victoria Falls’
excursion, and a 30-day ‘Ultimate Africa’
trip. Book and deposit on any African
tour of 15 days or more by January 31,
2019 and save up to $2,000 per couple.
■ evergreentours.com.au

BOOK IT NOW

Journey to
the bottom
of the world
Navarino Island, Patagonia

Jungle Surfing

CROCS, SHARKS AND PUBS
WALK THE Predator Plank, do a pub crawl
in a helicopter, sleep with sharks or zipline
through the rainforest in Tropical North
Queensland.
These are just some of the newlylaunched experiences taking in the Great
Barrier Reef and the world’s oldest rainforest
that offer more ways to explore the only
destination with two World Heritage areas
side by side.
Visit Australia’s largest area of salt
pans with the Gandalidda people to hear
Dreamtime stories and look through giant
telescopes at the outback’s night sky.
Walk over crocodiles at Wildlife Habitat in
Port Douglas, the world’s first plank over
crocodile-inhabited waters.

Jungle Surfing Canopy Tour’s new
platform has 360-degree views of the
reef and rainforest plus a zipline that gets
you up to speeds of 45km an hour. Sleep
with sharks on an overnight adventure at
the Cairns Aquarium which includes an
exclusive night tour, BBQ dinner and a bed
overlooking the Coral Sea Habitat.
Or try a pub crawl from the air with a Heli
Pub Tour of the Atherton Tablelands taking
in crater lakes, the rainforest and lunch at a
distillery. Craft beer tastings, cider and great
pub food can also be enjoyed on the Cairns
waterfront at Hemingway’s Brewery, which
has transformed a heritage-listed wharf
shed into an essential dining experience.
■ tourism.tropicalnorthqueensland.org.au

WORLD EXPEDITIONS has launched a new trek
alongside alpine lakes, glaciers and the jagged
mountains of the world’s southernmost island.
Described by Lonely Planet as one of
Patagonia’s best treks, the six-day ‘Dientes
Circuit on Navarino Island’ offers walkers views
of the Beagle Channel, the Chilean town of
Puerto Williams, Nassau Bay, the Wollaston
Archipelago and Cape Horn.
The 42km circuit is a challenging, remote
wilderness trek on Navarino Island, during
which walkers spend three nights camping
and two nights in lodges.
Trekkers carry full packs, although World
Expeditions offers a personal porter service
at an additional cost. Departing Punta Arenas
or Ushuaia, the trip is available between
December and March and costs $3,190 per
person.
The price includes return flights from
Punta Arenas to Puerto Williams, all meals,
expert bilingual guides, the use of a gear pack
including sleeping bag, insulated sleeping
mat and hiking poles, group camping
equipment, group medical kit and a porter
carrying camping equipment and food (not
personal equipment).
“We know our travellers are looking for
experiences that challenge them and that
offer access to places out of the reach of
mainstream visitors,” said Sue Badyari, CEO of
World Expeditions.
“So it’s incredibly satisfying when our
efforts pay off and we’re able to craft these
unique itineraries and bring them to the
Australian market.”
The company has added two other
new expeditions, including the seven-day
‘Fitz Roy & Cerro Torre Backcountry Trek’,
which offers views of remote parts of the
Southern Patagonia ice field, and the 11-day
‘Fitz Roy Circuit and Icecap Traverse’, which
circumnavigates the peaks.
Another standout experience is the 15-day
‘Great Patagonian Traverse’, a journey by boat
and on foot through some of Patagonia’s most
inaccessible national parks from Coyhaique in
the north to Puerto Natales in the south.
■ worldexpeditions.com
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THIS CABLE CAR IS CRYSTAL CLEAR

Aussies get
onboard
train travel
AMTRAK VACATIONS has launched in
the Australian market in order to meet
increased customer demand.
The company is part of the Yankee
Leisure Group, the world’s largest
independent train holiday provider.
The opening of a Sydney office comes
after the company experienced a year of
unprecedented growth and reflects the
increasing demand by Australian travellers
for independent, customised train travel
through North America.
“Today’s travellers want a more
immersive travel experience – one size no
longer fits all,” said Frank Marini, President,
Yankee Leisure Group.
“They want the opportunity to find out
what life is like onboard the train, explore
new destinations and enjoy sightseeing
beyond simply the top tourist attractions.
“They want to come home with stories
of their experiences to share with friends
and family.”
Through Amtrak Vacations, Aussie
travellers can visit up to 500 destinations
in 46 states and choose from 70
customisable itineraries. Popular USA
train routes include the Empire Builder,
California Zephyr and the Southwest
Chief, or VIA Rail’s ‘The Canadian’ and ‘The
Ocean’ in Canada.
Top holidays include ‘Northern Rail
Experience’, ‘Grand National Parks with
Yellowstone’, ‘Yosemite and the Grand
Canyon’ and ‘Ultimate Canada and Rockies
Westbound’.
■ amtrakvacations.com.au
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SWITZERLAND TOURISM has announced the opening of the world’s highest cableway,
featuring 250,000 Swarovski crystals.
Sited in Zermatt and with the country’s first see-through floor, the cableway has taken
two-and-a-half years to build. At 3,821metres high, it will be a star attraction when the winter
season opens on November 24.
The new facility can carry up to 2,000 passengers an hour to the Matterhorn Glacier
Paradise on Klein Matterhorn in a mere nine minutes, seeing an end to the previous long
waiting time.
Out of the 25 gondolas, four are encrusted in Swarovski crystals and feature floors that will
turn from opaque to clear three minutes into the journey, revealing the dramatic and rugged
scenery 200 metres below.
Not for the faint-hearted, the effect is made possible by an active laminate glass sheet
powered by electricity, which turns the milky white floor to transparent within seconds.
Every gondola has 28 seats finished in the finest materials including leather and Alcantara.
Swiss Travel Pass holders will enjoy 50 per cent off Zermatt’s cable car rides up to the
Matterhorn Glacier Paradise and the Gornergrat.
■ myswitzerland.com

Taking it to the Xtreme
AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST indoor ski and adventure park is now open in Brisbane.
Urban Xtreme is a 6,000-square-metre facility in Hendra, featuring ski and
snowboarding simulators, trampolining, laser tag, ninja warrior, parkour and a play land.
“We want to create a place where families and adventure sport enthusiasts can
have access to the ultimate experience in adventure activities in a safe and controlled
environment,” said Lindsay Davis, Founder and CEO.
■ urban-xtreme.com.au

PROPERTYtalk

RESORT OPENS TO
BIG FAHN-FARE

The Ville is
set to thrill

TOWNSVILLE HAS a new luxury tropical resort with work now
complete on a $44 million renovation project.
After two years of improvements, The Ville is open to guests.
It offers rooms and suites, a state-of-the-art function space,
pool precinct and five new dining outlets.
The renovations bring the total investment of The Morris
Group in The Ville to $114 million, having bought the property
for $70 million in 2014. The group’s total Queensland portfolio
now stands at $260 million.
The family-owned business gives travellers the opportunity
to explore the diverse natural beauty of Queensland in style
and comfort. The Ville is on the doorstep of Magnetic Island
with views across the Coral Sea and Townsville cityscape.
With a light and airy retro feel, the nine-storey hotel has
194 rooms, including deluxe rooms and executive suites. The
Pavilion provides conference, wedding and special events
facilities, equipped to cater for up to 1,200 guests.
On the lobby level, Miss Songs combines Asian inspired
flavours fused with a unique modern flare, while buffet
restaurant The Palm House offers al fresco dining. Townsville’s
social hotspot, The Quarterdeck, is back with a stylish
contemporary design.
“Townsville is the gateway to Queensland’s far north and
the two-year renovation project is a sign of our confidence in
the area as a sought-after coastal holiday hotspot as well as a
popular destination for corporate retreats,” said Michael Jones,
CEO of The Ville.
“We knew that if Townsville wanted to compete with other
regional centres for major conferences and events the city
needed an updated venue. The Pavilion will attract corporates
and conferences to Townsville which will give the city a muchneeded economic boost.”
■ the-ville.com.au

CAPE AND Kantary has opened its newest and most intimate hotel
on a private island off the coast of Koh Samui in Thailand.
At low tide, guests can stroll across the 200-metre strait from
Koh Samui to the private island, where the Cape Fahn Hotel offers a
range of 22 exclusive villas. Secluded by tropical gardens and spread
throughout the island, the villas guarantee luxury and privacy.
The villas all boast separate living areas, rain showers and bath
tubs as well as a sundeck that looks onto an eight-metre private
pool.
Villas range from spacious one-bedroom accommodation with
living areas nestled in the tropical foliage or with ocean/beach views
to the ultimate exclusivity of the Fahn Noi private island pool villa
with two bedrooms and an expansive balcony with sun lounges.
Guests will find two restaurants, three saltwater pools and the
Cape Spa. The Hibiscus fine dining restaurant and the Hiw all-day
restaurant offer international and Thai menus. For the true romantic,
private beach dining or in-room dining can be arranged.
The island offers the perfect location for a destination wedding,
with a dedicated wedding platform perched on the cliff overlooking
the bay. The entire island can be hired out, giving guests the ultimate
in exclusivity.
Activities hosted by the hotel include Thai cooking lessons, private
and group yoga sessions, Thai boxing lessons and day trips.
The moonlight cinema screens classics from the golden age of
Hollywood where guests can relax around the pool in a floating
chair. Residents can also hire a yacht or take to the sea around the
island on kayaks and paddleboards.
■ capefahnhotel.com
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MORE CAN ENJOY
THE SUITE LIFE
AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST owner of hotel suites
is set to get even bigger.
With the opening of two new Sydney
hotels in 2019, Meriton Suites is continuing
to grow as the largest owner of hotel suites
in Australia.
Due to open in early January, Meriton
Suites Carter Street will be the newest
addition to Sydney’s sporting capital.
Situated just outside Sydney Olympic
Park, the hotel is close to ANZ Stadium,
Qudos Bank Arena, the Olympic Park
Convention Centre and showgrounds,
swimming, tennis and hockey centre and
Sydney Olympic Park train station.
With a total of 153 suites that includes
one-, two-, three- and (for the first time)
four-bedrooms, this will be the perfect
accommodation option for a larger group or
family once opened.
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Guests can expect to be treated to a
premium level of luxury with large openplan style suites, many offering the best
views of Olympic Park and the Sydney city
skyline.
All suites also feature a fully-equipped
kitchen, internal laundry, spacious bedrooms
and living areas as well as luxurious
Kevin.Murphy bathroom amenities.
Meriton Suites Sussex Street in Sydney’s
CBD will be next to open in May 2019 and
will be the perfect place to stay with the
hotel surrounded by a corporate business
hub, famous attractions and world-class
dining options.
The newly developed Barangaroo Reserve
is only a short distance from the hotel and
features walking and cycling trails alongside
Sydney’s spectacular foreshore, perfect for a
morning jog or evening stroll.

All 302 studio, one-, two- and threebedroom suites are designed to be larger
than a typical hotel room, perfect for
corporate travel or families wanting to stay
together.
Experience a superior level of luxury as
you relax and enjoy an open-style fit out
featuring a fully-equipped kitchen, internal
laundry, spacious bedrooms and living areas
as well as luxurious bathroom amenities.
With the two- and three- bedroom suites
equipped with a second full bathroom,
guests are promised the ultimate in
affordable luxury with your stay.
Surrounded by some of the city’s most
popular tourist attractions and well known
landmarks, Meriton Suites Sussex Street is
the perfect option for a luxurious stay while
you immerse yourself in the culture and
vibrancy of Sydney.
“Both properties will feature chic,
designer-inspired furniture, with fresh tones
and polished interior details that reflect not
only the global five-star trends but also what
our guests now expect from our hotels” said
Matthew Thomas, Group General Manager
of Meriton Suites.
The hotel chain won’t stop there with yet
another hotel popping up on the Gold Coast
in 2020.
Meriton Suites Surfers Paradise will be
a five-star beachfront accommodation
option, located directly on The Esplanade.
At a towering 75 levels, this new designerinspired building will become a new skyline
landmark in what is Australia’s premier
leisure destination.
“We are confident that these three new
properties will be fantastic and there will
be many more new locations in the not too
distant future,” added Mr Thomas.
“We listen to our guests and deliver
excellent service with their needs in mind. It
is our goal and our privilege to provide the
best value hotel accommodation in Australia
today, tomorrow and well into the future.”
■ meritonsuites.com.au

MERITON SUITES CARTER STREET
Opening January 2019
Perfectly located just outside Sydney Olympic Park, this BRAND NEW
hotel is the ideal accommodation option for sporting enthusiasts and
concert goers alike. Booking direct on our Meriton Suites website
offers the very best prices on all accommodation, and our Australian
based telephone reservations team are always available to help book
your next stay and guarantee to beat any cheaper online rates offered.

Visit meritonsuites.com.au or call 131 672

SMART BUSINESS

Why italk means you win
Here, we speak to DEAN HEKE, joint owner/manager of italktravel Blue
Mountains in New South Wales, about why he decided to join the franchise.

Dean Heke (back
left) with staff and
family members

Q: What attracted you to the
italktravel franchise brand?
A: A number of things but for us the size of
the group was a big appeal. I’m a big fan of
being part of the group because I think it
offers support, value and branding.

Q: So what are the benefits to you of
being a part of this network?
A: With italktravel, the fact you can actually
be heard at the top level, sit down and have
a beer with the CEO and offer suggestions
about ways we can all do things better. It
feels very much like family.
That was never the kind of access we’ve
had before at any of the other franchise
groups. Being able to be heard and feel like
you can affect change is a big advantage of
being with the group.
Because we are reasonably strong in
our own area, our focus has always been
on local area marketing. With some of the
other groups you’re railroaded a little bit into
paying for marketing that isn’t relevant to
your business or area.
Having the freedom of not having a
national marketing levy, you’re able to focus
those funds into your local area.
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Being able to be heard and feel like you can affect
change is a big advantage of being with the group.
Q: How has being part of italktravel
helped the success of your business?
A: As far as return on investment, the
franchise fees arecheaper so financially
you’re much better off. Come the end of the
year and an extra $10,000 can make a big
difference to how your business goes.
We always had a really successful business
prior to joining. Certainly the financial side is
certainly better because of the costs of being
a part of that group.

Q: Have you noticed other differences
between the italkgroup and others?
A: They are a lot more pro-active in getting
suppliers that are relevant. They’ve just
signed an exclusive deal with Luxury
Escapes, which I think is fantastic bonus and
just another tool in your belt.
The ability to take on feedback, process
that and then come back quite quickly
with implementation of that suggestion, or

reasons why they won’t go with that, is quite
outstanding.
They’re also getting a bit more savvy in
the marketing space and are marketing into
areas that are giving them better results. I’ve
noticed even where we are we are getting
feedback about the brand and that’s really
only changed in the last six months.

Q: So do travel agencies still have
relevance in today’s marketplace?
A: Absolutely. Travel agents are relevant
if consumers realise what we’re there for.
We’ve moved into a service-driven era and
the reason we are still relevant is because we
focus on making sure that it’s all about the
service.
It’s about supplying the customer what
they want and not pushing our agenda. We
make sure that once you book with us, you
want to come and book with us again.
■ italk.travel/joinus; italk.travel/bluemts

Join our Family

Australia’s only independent fully branded
franchise business

Be part of our friendly and supportive network of experienced, professional, likeminded business owners. Enjoy the freedom and flexibility to make your own decisions
with the benefits of Australia’s largest Independent travel network.
Key Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Part of a billion dollar retail travel business with more than 30 years’ experience
Locally focused with a national footprint
Member driven network
Open, accessible and trusted
Transparent, low-cost model with high returns
Simple technology solutions and support
Guaranteed exclusive retail territory

Secure one of 10 franchises available in 2019

www.italk.travel/joinus
Paul Pearman: 0433 751 671 Jonathan Nelson: 0401 779 919

CRUISEtalk: Cuba

Victory II

CUBA IN
THE ROUND
PALACES, PLAZAS, colonial architecture
and the cultural hub of Havana will take
centre stage on a circumnavigation cruise of
colourful Cuba in 2019.
Departing Miami on April 15 aboard
Victory II, the ‘Cuba 360’ cruise is an allinclusive, 13-night journey. Bookings made
by December 15 will attract a discount of
$US4,000 (approx. $AU5,670) per couple.
Purposely designed for ‘convivial, cultural
cruising’, Victory II carries just 202 passengers
and boasts a sundeck, wrap-around
promenade and a dining room serving fine
cuisine.

The Cuba cruise includes free-flowing
wine, beer and spirits onboard as well as all
meals and shore excursions with local guides.
The smaller size of the ship also means it
can visit ports inaccessible to larger cruise
ships while also offering a more intimate and
personalised atmosphere.
Highlights of the cruise include the
cobblestone streets and striking colonial
architecture of Old Havana – largely
unchanged from times when pirates roamed
the Caribbean.
The cruise will also feature locations
made famous by celebrated author Ernest

Hemingway, including his former home at
Key West, now a museum, Sloppy Joe’s Bar –
one of his favourite haunts – and his hilltop
Havana home where he penned the Nobel
Prize-winning novel, The Old Man and the Sea.
The ‘Cuba 360’ cruise has a strong focus on
people-to-people encounters, with guests
meeting local historians, artists, writers,
fishermen, musicians and naturalists so they
can experience the diverse island through
their eyes.
Memorable cultural experiences include
a private performance from a Cuban dance
company, a visit to a family pottery studio
and an evening at the Buena Vista Social
Club, where guests can get a taste of Havana
nightlife as it was in the 1950s.
Including all onboard meals, beverages,
shore excursions and shipboard Wi-Fi, the
cruise is available from $US5,498 (approx.
$AU7,790) per person twin share (including
the discount).
■ cruisetraveller.com.au

Demand leads to second sailing
REGENT SEVEN Seas Cruises have announced a second
immersive Cuban voyage after their first tour sold out.
The new ‘Cuban Exploration’ sailing aboard Seven Seas
Mariner includes a full day and evening in Havana, and
overnight stays in Santiago de Cuba and Cienfuegos.
“Luxury travellers are demanding to experience Cuba in
a deeper, more meaningful and culturally relevant way,” said
Jason Montague, President and Chief Executive Officer, Regent
Seven Seas Cruises.
“Regent Seven Seas Cruises is moving rapidly to meet this
demand. We are excited to make these additional Cuban
destinations beyond Havana accessible to luxury cruisers and
their travel advisors.”
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Immersive experiences include not only museums and
historical sites, but ways to connect with local arts and culture
through exclusive shoreside activities to understand and
engage with Cuba and its people.
The voyages feature guest lecturers onboard with deep
knowledge of Cuba’s history, society and modern-day politics
to help guests connect the country’s past and present.
The new sailing will be from October 22 to November 1.
All-inclusive fares start at $7,250 per person, which include
unlimited shore excursions, Wi-Fi, fine wines and spirits, fine
dining, pre-paid gratuities and a host of other amenities.
■ rssc.com

CRUISEtalk: Special Report

AUSTRALIA’S
BILLION DOLLAR

BOOM
THE BOOM in cruise tourism is delivering a
massive boost to the Australian economy to
the tune of nearly $5 billion annually.
That was the major finding from a new
independent assessment of the economic
impact of the cruise industry in Australia.
Compiled by the AEC Group, the
Australian Economic Impact Assessment
(AEIA) was commissioned by Cruise Lines
International Association (CLIA) Australasia
and the Australian Cruise Association (ACA).
The report also revealed that 1,236 ship
visits led to 3.5 million passengers and crew
visit days, which raised $2.3 billion in direct
economic output and $2.5 billion in indirect
and induced output, as well as $2.6 billion in
value added dollars.
In terms of employment, more than
17,000 full time jobs were supported by the
direct expenditure of cruise passengers, crew
and cruise lines in Australia, while wages
added $1.4 billion to the economy.
In line with a new MOU between CLIA and
ACA signed late last year, the two associations
worked with AEC Group to redevelop the
AEIA report, drawing on additional local data
to create a more accurate model that ensures
a better understanding of the size, growth
and economic significance of cruise tourism
in Australia.

“The new economic assessment found
that the cruise industry continues to make
significant contributions to Australia’s
economy and will continue to have a positive
economic benefit if the industry is able to
achieve sustainable growth in the coming
years,” said Joel Katz, Managing Director of
CLIA Australasia.
“Each year, more Australians are choosing
a cruise holiday and we’re also seeing more
cruise passengers opting to sail in local
waters, which means they’re spending more
time ashore visiting regional ports.
“This all translates into significant
economic benefits for businesses and
communities far beyond our ships and ports.
“The industry contributes around $5 billion
to Australia’s economy but there is potential
for much more. With the nation’s cruise
gateways at crisis point, we need to find
solutions to capacity constraints to ensure
strong economic growth into the future.
“Australia is one of the world’s most
appealing cruise destinations and more
Australians cruise than anywhere else in the
world. For Australia to cash in on this appeal,
we need to make room for more ships. If key
ports are full, cruise lines will be discouraged
from sending their ships to our shores.”
■ cruising.org.au

KEY HIGHLIGHTS
OF THE AEIA
■ Cruise passengers embarking or
disembarking spent nearly $1.2
billion in Australian port cities.
Transit passengers spent $171
million in the ports they visited.
■ Domestic passengers spent
$934 million in Australian port
destinations, with international
passengers
spending $257 million.
BREAK
OUT BOX//
■ Accommodation, transport,
food and beverage, and shore
excursions, accounted for almost
78 per cent of total passenger
onshore expenditures, valued at
more than $900 million.
■ Retail shopping by passengers
onshore accounted for 11.3 per
cent of total spend at $134 million.

(Left to Right): Joel Katz, Managing Director,
Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA); Jill
Abel, CEO, Australian Cruise Association (ACA);
Sture Myrmell, Chair, Cruise Lines International
Association (CLIA); Grant Gilfillan, Chairman,
Australian Cruise Association (ACA)
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OFFER GOES
FROM TAXI
TO TAKE-OFF
UBER AND Emirates have announced an
exclusive partnership that will provide
passengers visiting Dubai with discounted
airport rides.
To avail the special offers, travellers will
need to book an economy flex or economy
flex plus fare on flights from Australia to
Dubai via the Emirates website between
now and December 10.
“Emirates and Uber share a truly global

footprint, serving millions of customers in
hundreds of cities around the world,” said
Brooks Entwistle, Uber’s Chief International
Business Officer.
“We also share a commitment to creating
opportunities for people to experience more
of the world around them with the help of
world-class customer service and cuttingedge technology.”
Economy flex plus passengers will get one
free ride from Dubai International Airport
(DXB) to anywhere in Dubai up to the value
of AED120 (approx. $AU45). Economy flex
passengers will get 50 per cent off one ride
from DXB to anywhere in Dubai up to the
value of AED 60 (approx. $AU22).
“Emirates continue to look at evolving
customer trends and we will continue
to look at innovative ways to provide
exceptional services with partners that offer
an outstanding customer journey from endto-end,” said Thierry Antinori, Executive Vice
President and Chief Commercial Officer for
Emirates.
The offer is valid for both existing and
new Uber users.
■ emirates.com.au

French reveal their flair for economy
AIR FRANCE has revealed its new economy
and premium economy cabins to the world
at travel show IFTM Top Resa in Paris.
The new cabins and services will be rolled
out across Air France’s 15 Airbus A330s from
January 2019, while extra products, services
and designs, including a new colour scheme,
will be progressively added to all of the
carrier’s long-haul flights.
Among the features of the new economy
class is more legroom (79cm), greater width
(44cm), a 118-degree recline and reinforced
ergonomic foam in seats as well as a larger
tray table and a wider, newer 29.8cm (11.7
inch) touch screen.
New colours are also being added to
seats in economy while a range of collectible
new night masks is also available. Electronic
devices will be catered for with USB plugs
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and individual electric sockets, while Wi-Fi
is being progressively rolled out across the
fleet.
In premium economy there is a focus
on ‘privacy and elegance’, with enhanced
features like a 102cm seat pitch, 48.3cm
seat width, 130-degree seat recline in a
fixed shell, a wider footrest, flexible lumbar
support, extra storage space and a latestgeneration 33.9cm (13.3 inch) HD screen.
Additionally, the softer seat cushions
and wider leather armrests have also been
redesigned.
On the catering front, passengers will be
welcomed with an oshibori to freshen up,
while cabin crew will offer flyers a glass of
champagne at aperitif time. Meals will be
served on re-imagined tableware, while
self-serve ‘My Little Gourmandises’ gourmet

snacks are available on flights longer than
eight-and-a-half hours.
Passengers on longer flights will receive
a ‘Bon Appétit’ breakfast bag with snacks to
take with them or to eat onboard.
“Today we are celebrating the arrival
of our new products and services in our
economy and premium economy long-haul
cabins, for an even more comfortable and
relaxing travel experience,” said Anne Rigail,
Customer EVP for Air France.
“With a further investment of €150
million in the cabins of our A330s, this
is a major step in our overall strategy to
move upmarket, a strategy that has been
underway since 2014 and which will result
in our 15 Airbus A330s being equipped as
from 2019.”
■ airfrance.com.au

SKYtalk

Tailor made role for
the wizard of Ozwald
OZWALD BOATENG is to be the next in
an auspicious line-up of UK designers to
develop uniforms for British Airways.
Boateng, who is known for bringing a
modern contemporary twist to the classic
British institution of tailoring, will be designing
a collection for the airline’s 32,000 employees
who wear a uniform as part of their role.
The new uniform will form an important
part of the airline’s celebrations for its
centenary next year.
“Our uniforms have been an iconic symbol
of our brand throughout our 100-year history
and our partnership with Ozwald will take us
forward to the next chapter in our journey,”
said Alex Cruz, Chairman and Chief Executive

Making the cut:
Ozwald Boateng

of British Airways.
“At a time when we’re investing for
customers, new uniforms are a visual
representation of investment in our people
and we want them to feel proud when they
wear the new uniform.”
Boateng started his career in fashion in
1986 and became the first tailor to host a
catwalk show at Paris Fashion Week. As well
as being the youngest tailor to open a store
in London’s prestigious Savile Row, he was
the Creative Director at Givenchy Homme
from 2002 to 2006.
“British Airways is investing £4.5 billion
over the next five years and the uniform I
design will form part of that, so I’m looking

IN BRIEF
■ MALAYSIA AIRLINES and Amadeus have
launched MHchat, a new feature which
helps travellers book flights and pay
through the popular social media app,
Facebook Messenger. Jointly developed
with Malaysia Airlines as its pilot customer,
the Amadeus Chatbot for Airlines is a
new solution designed to make it easier
for travellers to book flights, retrieve
bookings, and ask questions through
a social media messaging platform
customers are already familiar with.
malaysiaairlines.com

■ QATAR AIRWAYS has upgraded five
of its current order of A350-900s to the
higher-capacity A350-1000. The decision
to upgrade the original order comes just
eight months after the airline welcomed
the first A350-1000 into its fleet. The
strong performance of this state-ofthe-art aircraft and the need for extra
capacity on the world’s fastest growing
airline are the key factors behind this
latest announcement.
qatarairways.com

forward to taking a uniform and refining it
into a collection,” said Boateng.
Previous designers to work on BA
uniforms include Paul Costelloe, Roland
Klein, Baccart Weatherall, Hardy Amies and
Julien MacDonald, creator of the airline’s
current uniform.
Apart from a uniform upgrade, BA is
also investing in the installation of the best
quality Wi-Fi and power in every seat, fitting
128 long-haul aircraft with new interiors and
taking delivery of 72 new aircraft.
The airline will also be introducing new
Club World seats with direct aisle access
next year.
■ britishairways.com

■ BANGKOK AIRWAYS have announced
they have chosen Amadeus Altéa
passenger service system (PSS) to deliver
an extensive transformation of the
airline’s core technology systems. The
transformation means Bangkok Airways’
customers will enjoy a more flexible,
personal experience, from booking to
boarding. With the full Amadeus Altéa
Suite, Bangkok Airways will adopt a
complete Passenger Service System
that streamlines and improves all core
airline processes, including reservation,
inventory, departure control and flight
management. bangkokair.com
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New plane goes the distance
SINGAPORE AIRLINES has begun operating
the world’s longest commercial flight having
taken delivery of the world’s first Airbus
A350-900ULR.
The first flight between Singapore
and Newark Liberty International Airport
departed on October 11. The flight to New
York covered a distance of approximately
9,000nm (16,700km), with a travelling time
of 17 hours and 52 minutes.
It is the first of seven A350-900ULRs (ultra
long range) the airline has on firm order. The
plane is capable of flying up to 9,700 nautical
miles (nm), or over 20 hours non-stop.
The aircraft is configured in a two-class
layout, with 67 business class seats and 94
premium economy class seats.
“The A350-900ULR will bring more
convenience and comfort to our customers
and will enable us to operate ultra-long-

range flights in a commercially viable
manner,” said Mr Goh Choon Phong, CEO of
Singapore Airlines.
“It will help us boost our network
competitiveness and further grow the
Singapore hub.”
The A350-900ULR is designed for a more
comfortable travelling experience with
features such as higher ceilings, larger
windows, an extra wide body, quieter cabins
and lighting designed to reduce jetlag.
Its carbon composite airframe also allows
for improved air quality due to a more
optimised cabin altitude and humidity levels.
“With its unrivalled range and stepchange in fuel efficiency, the A350 is
uniquely placed to meet demand for new
ultra-long haul services,” said Tom Enders,
CEO of Airbus.
The first two A350-900ULRs will be used

for the launch of Singapore – New York
services while subsequent aircraft will be
used for Singapore – Los Angeles services
commencing on November 2 as well as
to increase frequency on the existing
Singapore – San Francisco route.
■ singaporeair.com

FREQUENT SHOPPING POINTS THE WAY
THE FLYING Kangaroo just took a giant leap
in its shopping offering.
Qantas Frequent Flyer has launched
a new website called Qantas Shopping,
making it easier to accumulate points when
shopping online and instore.
For the first time, QFF members are now
able to visit one shopping destination to
earn points (at more than 150 retailers,
online or instore), use points in the Rewards
Store and browse products across more
than 600 brands.
To mark the launch (and to tempt
shoppers), more than 60 retailers are
offering bonuses of up to 10 points per $1
for purchases made through the website.
“Shopping is a really easy way for Qantas
Frequent Flyers to boost their points balance
and reach their next reward faster, especially
if they use their Qantas Points-earning card
to pay,” a Qantas spokesperson said.
“Whether they’re purchasing everyday
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items like groceries or indulging in a luxury
buy, when they shop at Qantas Shopping,
Frequent Flyers can earn points across a
wide range of categories with some of
Australia’s most well-loved brands.”
Among the features of Qantas Shopping
are a new ‘Categories’ menu on the ‘Earn
points’ site to make it easier to browse
products and a ‘Shopping History’
function.
■ qantasstore.com.au

Here are the top five items of 2018 that people are using their Qantas Points for:
1 Bose QuietComfort 35 Wireless headphones II
2 Sennheiser PXC550 Noise Cancelling Headphones
3 Fitbit Charge 2
4 Dyson Cyclone V10 Absolute vacuum
5 Bose SoundLink Mini Bluetooth Speaker II Carbon

MEDICAL TOURISM

Changing

FACES

More and more people are travelling abroad to undergo
medical procedures. Here, BIMC in Bali offers five reasons
to choose their facilities for anyone considering plastic
surgery.
THE LOCATION

BIMC Nusa Dua is considered Indonesia’s
first medical tourism facility. Since 2014 the
hospital has been designed for elective and
non-elective procedures and last month was
the official hospital for the IMF-WB conference
with some 15,000 delegates in attendance.
Nusa Dua is a safe and comfortable, luxury
tourism enclave ideal for rest and relaxation
before and after surgery.

THE SURGEON

Dr. I Made Suka Adnyana, SpBP-RE has
been a central figure in the plastic and
aesthetic medical community for the
past seven years with a passion for facial
aesthetics, body and breast contouring.
In 2014 Dr. Suka returned from Japan after
extensive training in maxillofacial, which is
often seen as a bridge between medicine
and dentistry, treating conditions that
require expertise from both backgrounds.
Dr. Suka has completed a variety of
specialised training in skin aesthetics. His
unique skills and experience have earned him
a reputation as one of the most recognised
plastic surgeons in Bali, renowned for his
artistry and attention to detail.
Dr. I Made Suka
Adnyana

THE PROCEDURES

BIMC Nusa Dua CosMedic Centre offers
the most sought after skin treatments in
Asia Pacific along with the highest standards
of patient care and the latest cosmetic
technology.
The CosMedic Centre meets the
growing appreciation for proven aesthetic
skin treatments and skin rejuvenation
techniques, safe non-surgical procedures as
well as surgical procedures performed by
leading cosmetic surgeons.

THE PATIENTS

BIMC believes patient satisfaction post
plastic surgery is most affected by surgeonrelated factors, such as taking the time to
answer questions and including patients in
the decision making process.
Outpatients are more satisfied if they

feel that their physician provides them
with compassionate, coordinated care. So
to increase patient satisfaction, the staff at
BIMC spend more quality time with patients.
Practice-related factors such as
scheduling, office staff interactions and
waiting times are also significantly related to
patient satisfaction. Resources at the BIMC
CosMedic Centre are allocated to improving
the time and quality of time spent directly
with patients.

THE ACCREDITATION

In August, BIMC was again accredited
by the Australian Council on Healthcare
Standards (ACHS). The hospital scored very
well in four key areas: patient care, access to
care, hospital maintenance and safety.
Having achieved initial accreditation in
2014, staff and management continue to
deliver performance improvements that result
in enhanced patient care. BIMC has not rested
on its laurels and continues to educate staff
on policies, procedures, patient rights, safety,
quality improvement and infection control.
■ bimcbali.com

AVAILABLE AT BIMC
FACIAL CONTOURING:
The aim of face contouring
surgery is not just about
the modifications of
one’s facial bones, but to
make your face line more
beautiful in appearance
with symmetrical facial
proportions.
Treatments available:
blepharoplasty, double
eyelid surgery, rhinoplasty,
nose reduction, chin
augmentation, facelifts
and scar revision.

INTIMATE BEAUTY
REJUVENATION: BIMC
provides personalised breast
augmentation in one day,
with minimal recovery time
and individual pain control
to ensure the patient’s
comfort while providing
a natural, balanced and
glamorous shape.

BODY RESHAPING:
Surgical options are a
highly effective choice to
redefine body shape while
improving self-esteem
and confidence. Surgery
can restore body contour,
improve toned tissue as
well as remove excess fat
underneath the skin.

Treatments available:
breast augmentation, breast
reduction, breast lifting,
breast reconstruction,
vaginoplasty and
labioplasty

Treatments available:
abdominoplasty, tummy
tuck, liposuction and fat
transfer
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JAPAN WELCOMES THE WORLD
Some 400,000 travellers will head to Japan next year to attend the Rugby World Cup, but
also to learn more about this fascinating country. Here, we profile two regions that offer
visitors a range of authentic experiences.

HOKKAIDO

JAPAN’S NORTHERNMOST prefecture
provides numerous outdoor pursuits and
its cities, nestled against the backdrop
of mountains and lakes, provide culinary
delights and a dose of culture.
A year-round destination, Hokkaido
features national parks with excellent facilities
for hiking, mountain biking and rafting. Bathe
in volcanic waters or observe the natural flora
and fauna in their native habitats.

Where to go
The annual Sapporo Snow Festival in
February attracts visitors from all over the
world, but in other seasons, Sapporo’s green
expanses and blossom displays are also
real crowd-pleasers. This young, wide-open
city is also famous for its beer, beef, ramen,
seafood and fresh produce.
In the heart of Hokkaido, Furano is a
large expanse of rolling hills that lead up
to Mt. Tokachi. Situated along the Sorachi
River, Furano belongs to Furano-Ashibetsu
Prefectural Nature Park and is well-known for
its lavender farms.
In winter, Furano is prime downhill and
cross-country skiing territory with worldclass slopes. Warmer weather is perfect for
river rafting, trekking, cycling and golf.
The eastern region of Hokkaido offers
some of the most pristine scenery and
wildlife habitats in Japan. Home to three of
Hokkaido’s six national parks, this vast and
Elliott Ferguson President
secluded
corner
of Japan isDC
well worth the
(and CEO)
of Destination
trip at any time of year.
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Southwest of Sapporo, Niseko is the
most famous ski area in Japan, popular with
visitors for its powdery snow and welcoming
attitude. Beyond the snow season, there are
hiking trails and sports from ra fting to golf.

and this forms the basis of one particular local
specialty. Ishikari nabe marries this salmon
with locally grown potatoes and various
seasonal items in a kelp and miso broth, all
cooked together in a boiling clay pot.

What to eat
Japan is synonymous with seafood, yet
for the freshest and widest array, Hokkaido is
considered the place to go.
Crab, scallops, sea urchin, squid and salmon
are but a few of the delicacies for which the
area is famed. To try a little of everything, order
kaisendon - a generous assortment of fresh
seafood served on a bed of rice.
The Ishikari River is famous for its salmon
Above: The Dotonbori district of Osaka.
Below: Furano

When to go
While Hokkaido is synonymous with
skiing, there’s plenty to do outside winter.
Summer is lavender season in Hokkaido
while the cherry blossom season is in May.
Autumn is the perfect time for freshly
harvested local produce.

How to get there
Hokkaido is accessible by plane from
all major airports in Japan to New Chitose
Airport outside of Sapporo. It’s also possible
to take the bullet train from Tokyo to Hakodate
on the southern tip of Hokkaido; the journey is
fully covered by the Japan Rail Pass.

DON’T MISS
■

Hitting the slopes of the many
ski resorts – a dream for powder
lovers

■

The rolling hills of Hokkaido’s
lavender farms

■

Fresh seafood and produce, such
as sea urchin, melon, corn and ice
cream

■

The unspoiled wilderness of
Hokkaido’s national parks

KANSAI

JAPAN’S HISTORICAL heart is shaped by
deep spirituality and features the country’s
ancient capitals of Kyoto and Nara, which are
filled with cultural and historical sites.
Koyasan in Wakayama has been a religious
destination for centuries. Travellers can hike
the Kumano Kodo pilgrimage trail blazed
by worshippers centuries ago. Enjoy the
raucous nightlife of Osaka’s entertainment
districts and take in panoramic views of the
Kobe cityscape.

From left: Sapporo Snow Festival;
takoyaki; Himeji Castle.
All pictures courtesy JNTO

Where to go
The former capital city, Kyoto is worldfamous for its refined culture and dining.
Visitors enjoy temples and shrines such as
Kiyomizu-dera and Kinkaku-ji, along with
the bamboo groves of nearby Arashiyama.
Beyond the city lie Kyoto Prefecture’s
many rural gems, including expansive tea
plantations and pristine coastline.
Osaka is best known for its food and
nightlife, but also offers some history
and culture, including Osaka Castle and
Shitennoji Temple. It’s easy to make friends
with the welcoming residents at hole-inthe-wall bars and izakaya, or over local
foods such as takoyaki, okonomiyaki and
kushikatsu.
Off the beaten track, Wakayama offers
an escape from the urban jungle. From the
World Heritage Kumano Kodo pilgrimage
route and the mountain temple complex
of Koyasan to the sparkling white sands of
Shirara Beach, Japan’s spiritual heartland is
blessed with bountiful nature.
Within Hyogo Prefecture you’ll find the
World Heritage site of Himeji Castle and the
mountainside ruins of Takeda Castle, also
known as ‘Japan’s Machu Picchu.’

What to eat
In Osaka, indulge in famous culinary
delights, particularly in neighborhoods such
as Tenma and Ura Namba.
Enjoy delicious local vegetables and the
famous green tea grown in Uji. In Hyogo,
sample perfectly marbled Kobe beef and
akashiyaki, the eggy local take on takoyaki
octopus balls.

DON’T MISS
Wakayama City is home to a delicious local
ramen with its own style. It is distinguished by
its rich pork and soy sauce broth, also referred
to as tonkotsu-shoyu. If you want to order it
like a local, ask for “chuka soba.”

When to go
Himeji Castle is one of Japan’s premier
cherry blossom viewing locations, bursting
into colour in late-March to mid-April every
year. The Kurama Fire Festival lights up the
sky on October 22 while the Hiyoshi Taisha
Sanno Festival is six weeks of fun from March
to April.

How to get there
The various Prefecture’s of Kansai are
accessible on the bullet train from most
major cities in Japan. The nearest airports
are Itami and Kansai International, both
in Osaka. Availability will increase when
Qantas increases capacity on their Sydney to
Osaka/Kansai International Airport flight this
December.

■

The beauty and tranquility of
Koyasan and the Kumano Kodo
trails in Wakayama

■

Nara’s UNESCO World Heritage
sites

■

Osaka’s piping-hot takoyaki:
fried balls of batter stuffed with
octopus

■

The peaceful waters of Japan’s
largest lake, Lake Biwa, in Shiga

For more information on Rugby World
Cup 2019, including locations and model
itineraries in each host city for pre- and posttouring, head to: visitjapan2019.com
Travel agents can book ticket-inclusive
packages through an Official Travel Agent
(OTA) listed here:
supportertours.rugbyworldcup.
com/?location=australia
For more information on Japan, head to:
jnto.org.au
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A FRENCH AFFAIR

Traveltalk’s JENNY ROWLAND was one of the first Australian’s to sail aboard
Le Champlain, PONANT’s latest explorer ship.
THE FRENCH have this annoyingly effortless
style…
A certain je ne sais quoi way of making
everything look classy, beautiful and
sophisticated without even trying.
The luxurious, understated elegance of
PONANT’S latest ship Le Champlain is a
perfect example.
You know that friend who always looks a
million bucks and you immediately want to
go and buy the dress she’s wearing, or the
clever one in your circle who has a certain
knack for home styling and you want to rush

off to the store she favours?
The interior design onboard this ship is
already giving me ideas for decorating my
home!
I am in stateroom 404 and lucky enough
to be one of the first to check out the latest
in the ‘Explorer’ class of expedition ships in
the PONANT fleet.
My cabin is spacious, super comfortable
and very stylish. It’s beachy–chic with a very
clever use of different textured materials,
fabrics and wood.
Cabinetry is white, attractive and

Picture courtesy PONANT
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functional and the walls are slatted timber.
The aqua soft furnishings along with rattan
shell artworks give a soft, casual vibe. There’s
a decent sized bathroom stocked with
Hermes toiletries, a roomy wardrobe and
loads of draw space.
For coffee lovers there’s a Nespresso
coffee maker, a kettle (big tick), mini bar
and a large flat screen TV loaded with new
movies and TV shows. There is also a very
comfy king-size bed and my own private
balcony. All 88 staterooms have a balcony
and there are four suites with huge windows
and lounge areas that open onto the outside.
The décor throughout the ship follows
the same theme and is a tribute to the very
talented architect, Jean-Philippe Nuel, who is
the man behind ‘the look.’
Named after Samuel de Champlain, the
famous French explorer (also known as “the
father of France”), Le Champlain, along with all
the other Explorer class ships, share common
features across five passenger decks.
These include a reinforced hull (don’t be
fooled by her good looks, Le Champlain is
perfectly capable of braving the elements of
the polar regions), stabilisers for a smooth
sail, a fleet of Zodiacs for excursions and
transfers, an infinity pool and aft marina for
water sports and sunbathing, and a theatre.
The water sports platform is a fantastic
addition that allows swimming, paddleboarding and kayaking right from the ship.
The most exciting feature of these new
Explorer ships is the very unique and

incredibly innovative Blue Eye Lounge. If you
fancy a bit of fish watching, you will LOVE this!
Built into the hull beneath the water line,
the Blue Eye Lounge has two giant windows
for marine viewing as well as digital screens
projecting live images filmed by three
underwater cameras.
It’s a truly immersive experience where
you don’t just get to see the marine life.
You can also hear via specially developed
hydrophones integrated beneath the
ship’s keel that can pick up marine sounds
of whales and dolphins from up to five
kilometres away. All of this while sipping on
a cocktail!

FOOD AND DRINK
On a French ship my gastronomic
expectations are high...and are more than
exceeded.
The two restaurants offer menus designed
as part of a partnership with famed chef
Alain Ducasse and my waistline after only
three days onboard can confirm that it’s a
very delicious partnership
The main dining room on deck four can
seat all passengers in one sitting and has
an expansive buffet featuring salads, soups,
great French cheeses and desserts.
Dinner is a full a la carte, five-course, fivestar French affair served by French waiters
who are very eager to ensure your wine glass
is full! Everything on a PONANT cruise is
included – even the superb French wines.

Blue Eye Lounge. Picture courtesy
PONANT/Jacques Rougerie

OOH LA LA!
As well as the main lounge on deck three,
the panoramic lounge and bar on level six is
a great place to relax with a drink and a view.

FITNESS AND SPA
With that slight midriff expansion from
all the French cuisine, you might want to
check out the gym, which is small but well
equipped and will help to make room for
another exquisite dinner! There’s also a
beauty and hair salon and a fantastic seaview sauna.

ITINERARIES
Of course it’s not just about the luxury
onboard but the destinations
PONANT have been sailing to for 30
years. Utilising harbours only accessible to
smaller vessels, the company offer great
scenery, authentic encounters and close-up
observation of wild animals.
And with the latest tropical and

subtropical destinations also covered,
PONANT will have you reaching for that Pina
colada to take to the Blue Lounge.
On this three-day Norwegian trip,
we have been to Geiranger and Olden,
experiencing mountains, fjords, waterfalls
and glaciers. The fjord kayaking in Olden was
breathtakingly beautiful.

THE FUTURE
With a fleet of 12 ships, 2,000 crew
members and 460 departures planned for
2021, PONANT will be one of the world
leaders in luxury expeditions, sailing all the
seas of the world to exceptional destinations:
Antarctica, the Arctic, Alaska, the Amazon, the
Orinoco, the islands north of Australia, Papua
New Guinea, and soon even the North Pole.
With 30 years’ experience under their belt,
you can feel very confident recommending
this great French brand to your clients.
■ au.ponant.com

Deluxe cabin.
Picture courtesy PONANT
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THE FUTURE
IS SOLID
SILVER
Here we look at some of
the major developments
in 2019 and beyond from
Silversea Cruises.
Silver Muse Grand Voyage

In 2019, Silver Muse will perform an
unprecedented ‘Grand Asia Pacific Voyage,’
which will sail from Sydney to Tokyo, visiting
39 destinations in 12 countries.
On this major journey, Silversea’s newest
flagship vessel will trace a path through
lands Down Under, revealing its unique
cultures and scenery – from Sydney’s Opera
House to the fjords of New Zealand’s Milford
Sound.
The voyage forms part of Silver Muse’s
inaugural season to Australia and New
Zealand. The adventure then continues to
Asia, with a trio of segments encompassing
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines,
Thailand, Vietnam, Hong Kong, China and
Japan.

World Cruise 2019

Silver Whisper will set sail on her ‘World
Cruise 2019’ on January 6, an epic 133-day
voyage from San Francisco to London,
designed to spark the imagination of avid
travellers.
Guests will voyage in luxurious comfort to
52 ports in 31 countries across five continents.
Plus, with 16 overnight calls and numerous
late-night stays, guests will have ample time
to delve deeper into each destination.
Named the ‘Tale of Tales’, the cruise will
welcome an exciting selection of celebrated
creative experts onboard who will each
illustrate one of the nine segments of the
extended voyage.
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These experts will each host a series
of lectures for guests while onboard and
inspired by their sailed destinations will
produce a literary journal or artwork to
capture their experiences.
Saroo Brierley, whose memoir inspired
the Oscar-nominated movie Lion, will join
guests for the second segment of the world
cruise, which will depart Papeete, Tahiti on

January 18 on a 14-day voyage to Sydney.
Guests joining this segment will enjoy ports
of call in Bora Bora, Rarotonga, Neiafu and
Auckland before arriving into Sydney on
February 2.
A born storyteller with a remarkable
tale to tell, Saroo Brierley’s extraordinary
childhood experience was released as a
Hollywood blockbuster in 2016.

WHAT’S HOT 2019: Cruising
Starring Nicole Kidman and Dev Patel, the
movie depicts how Brierley boarded a train
in India at the age of five and lost his family
for two and a half decades. After being
adopted by an Australian couple, Brierley set
out to find his birth family in India.
Prior to setting sail on her world cruise,
Silver Whisper will receive a comprehensive
upgrade this December as part of ‘Project
Invictus’, a multi-year initiative which was
announced through Silversea’s recent
partnership with Royal Caribbean.
Project Invictus will see a fleet-wide
‘Musification’ of the fleet, referring to
Silversea’s flagship vessel, Silver Muse.

Northern Europe Air Offer

Silversea vessels are specifically designed
to allow guests to disembark closer to
town, maximising the amount of time spent
exploring. In 2019, Silversea’s European
voyages will offer guests a wide variety of
destinations.
Guests booking select 2019 European
voyages can receive free economy class
roundtrip flights or business class fares
for $2,499 per person each way, plus free
transfers between airport and ship. This
offer is available on bookings made before
November 30 and is subject to terms and
conditions.

Mediterranean Air Offer

Guests can enjoy an all-inclusive Silversea
cruise while discovering the charming
seaside villages and ancient archaeological
treasures of the Mediterranean.
Guests booking select 2019 Mediterranean
voyages can receive free economy class
roundtrip flights or business class fares for
$2,499 per person each way, plus free
transfers between airport and ship. This offer
is available on bookings made before
November 30 and is subject to terms and
conditions.
■ silversea.com

New ships set to appear on the horizon
ROYAL CARIBBEAN Cruises and Silversea
Cruises have announced agreements to
build three new ships.
Silversea signed a memorandum of
understanding with German shipbuilder
Meyer Werft to build two new vessels in
a new Evolution class. The first of these is
expected to deliver in 2022.
Silversea also signed a contract with
Dutch shipbuilder Shipyard De Hoop
to construct a new expedition vessel,
named Silver Origin, which will serve the
Galapagos Islands itinerary currently

sailed by Silver Galapagos. The new ship is
expected for delivery in March 2020.
“We are delighted to have entered
into an agreement with Meyer Werft on
the Silver Evolution series and De Hoop
for Silver Origin,” said Manfredi Lefebvre
d’Ovidio, Executive Chairman, Silversea.
“With our guests in mind, we are
pushing the boundaries of ultra-luxury
cruising, as well as expedition cruising in
the Galápagos Islands and beyond, redefining the concept of immersive travel.”
“We are excited to get to work helping

Silversea grow and realise its ambitions,”
said Richard D. Fain, Chairman and CEO
of Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd., which
finalised its two-thirds acquisition of
Silversea earlier this year.
“There is tremendous potential in the
ultra-luxury and expedition markets of the
cruise industry and we believe discerning
travellers will embrace the exciting designs
Silversea is imagining for them.”
The agreements are subject to certain
contingencies which are expected to be
completed in the first quarter of 2019.
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HIGHLIGHTS FOR
THE 2019 SEASON
INCLUDE:

ALASKA

New tool for your kitbag
NORWEGIAN CRUISE Line has just launched
its latest Worldwide Cruising Guide, featuring
recently released 2019 and 2020 cruise
itineraries.
Designed as an essential tool for agents,
the guide also includes information on fleetwide upgrades and unique product selling
points.
Users can also find insights into the
breadth of Norwegian’s onboard experience
- highlighting the variety of dining,
entertainment and accommodation options
as well as the company’s flexibility of
cruising.
It also features inspiring images of the

ports guests can explore across Hawaii,
Europe, Alaska, Asia, Australia and New
Zealand, coupled with detailed itineraries to
assist with trip planning.
“We’ve designed the guide with our trade
partners in mind, including a handy deck
plan for each of our ships in the back pages,”
said Nicole Costantin, Vice President, Sales
Australia and New Zealand at Norwegian
Cruise Line.
“This guide will be an invaluable tool
for agents to sell Norwegian Cruise Line to
clients travelling as a family, couple, part of
a group or on their own in one of our solo
cabins.”

Norwegian Bliss and
Norwegian Joy will
offer numerous
itineraries departing
from Seattle, making
Norwegian’s the
youngest fleet to sail
in the region.

EUROPE
Six award-winning ships will sail in 2019
to destinations including Iceland, St
Petersburg, Norway and the Greek Isles.

AUSTRALASIA
Norwegian Jewel will return for a third
season to Australia, New Zealand and the
South Pacific. Guests can enjoy itineraries
through Hawaii, Papeete and Bora Bora
as Jewel makes her way Down Under in
November 2019.

ASIA
Norwegian Jewel will cruise Southeast
Asia departing from Singapore, Hong
Kong and Tokyo beginning in late -2018.
■ ncl.com

LET NOBLES
BE YOUR
GUIDES
EUROPEAN WATERWAYS has released its
2019 brochure, featuring a new look and a
wide range of luxury hotel barge cruises for
the new season.
With the demand for experiential
excursions at an all-time high, the 100page brochure highlights an expanded
assortment of exclusive guided tours led
by Counts, Baronesses and members of the
French military.
In between are exclusive wine tastings,
fine dining and visits to unique attractions
that include castles, stately homes and
UNESCO World Heritage sites.
“The European Waterways experience is
truly about the journey, not the destination,”
said Derek Banks, Managing Director of
European Waterways.
“Our guests will enjoy leisurely cruises
through the quiet, lush countryside
featuring the highest standard of comfort,
luxury and fine dining. Personalised
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excursions immerse them in the culture,
history and traditions of the region.”
Among the new additions in France is
a private tour of the military stables of the
Château de Fontainebleau, an architectural
marvel with 1,500 rooms that was the
opulent country house for monarchs from
Louis VII to Napoleon III.
Guests might also be treated to a
stroll around the Château de Commarin
accompanied by Count Bertrand de Vogue,

the 26th generation of the de Vogue family,
which has maintained continuous residence
since the 13th century.
They can also enjoy a boutique
champagne tasting and gastronomic lunch
with the Baroness at the historic Château de
Ricey-Bas, a stately home in Les Riceys.
European Waterways is offering brochure
launch specials for spring 2019 departures
when booked by January 7, 2019.
■ EuropeanWaterways.com

TOGETHER WE’LL
TA K E YO U F U RT H E R

| LUXURY SMALL SHIP EXPEDITIONS
For all lovers of travel, exploration, untouched
nature and unusual encounters, PONANT and
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC have joined forces and
combined their expertise to offer unique and
enriching expedition cruises.
Aboard PONANT’s small luxury expedition ships
and accompanied by a PONANT Expedition Team
and NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC Experts and
Photographers, guests will sail to destinations that
are among the most remote, the most fascinating,
and the wildest on the planet.

Book now to save up to 20%* on
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC & PONANT Expeditions.
ADVENTURE IN THE CARIBBEAN:
23rd November 2019 - 7 nights from $4,730 pp*(1)
EMBLEMATIC ANTARCTICA:
26th February 2020 - 10 nights from $13,150 pp*(2)
FROM FIJI TO MICRONESIA:
1st April 2020 - 15 nights from $11,550 pp*(3)
ICONIC KIMBERLEY:
7th June 2020 - 10 nights from $14,940 pp*(1)

To request a brochure or for more information,
contact our PONANT Cruise Consultants on:
1800 889 088 (AUS) | +61 2 8311 0808 (NZ)
natgeo.au@ponant.com
au.ponant.com/national-geographic

© 2018 National Geographic Partners, LLC. National Geographic EXPEDITIONS and the Yellow
Border Design are trademarks of the National Geographic Society, used under license. NGM0718A
*Ponant Bonus fare per person, in Australian Dollars, based on a double occupancy. Price includes
port taxes, yield managed, correct at time of writing – 8/10/2018. Refer to au.ponant.com for further
T & Cs. (1) In a Deluxe Stateroom. (2) In a Superior Stateroom. (3) In a Prestige Stateroom Deck 4.
Photographs: © PONANT: Olivier Blaud, Nick Rains, Nathalie Michel. ABN: 35 166 676 517.
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Top of the travel pops
UTRACKS HAS released its new 2019
brochure showcasing the best of its 450 plus
walking, cycling and boat-based itineraries
for the new season.
As well as some new twists on old classics,
UTracks General Manager Kate Baker says the
team is very excited about the 34 new active
Europe itineraries on offer in the New Year.
“Each year, we scour Europe’s most
remarkable landscapes and cultural hotspots
to create a carefully crafted collection of
active walking and cycling holidays that take
travellers away from the crowds and off the
beaten track,” said Ms Baker.
“In 2019 this could see you discovering
Italy’s enchanting hilltop towns on foot,

cycling through The Baltic’s, walking The
Francigena Way in Switzerland, cycling
below sea level in The Netherlands or
following in the footsteps of St Francis of
Assisi in Italy.”
The 2019 Active Europe brochure includes
a new ‘GR5 Alps Crossing’ – a 10-day guided
walk incorporating the best of the GR5 and
the Grande Traversée des Alpes.
There’s also a new boat-based hike along
the Danube from Passau to Vienna, an 11day guided ‘Coast to Coast Pyrenees Cycle’
from the Atlantic to the Mediterranean and
a five-day, self-guided ‘Normandy Coastal
Walk’.
The highlight for Kate Baker in 2019 is

THE SUN COMES OUT
WITH BUMPER TOURS
SUN ISLAND Tours have released their 2019 Croatia, Slovenia
and Central Europe brochure.
Enjoying an impressive 40 per cent year-on-year growth on
Croatian tours and cruises, this latest release complements the
company’s Croatian cruise brochure, which came out in June.
The new brochure features 51 cruise itineraries and 44 coach
and tour package options. Tour options to Slovenia, Germany,
Poland, the Czech Republic, Austria and Hungary are also
included.
Agents are reminded that all of the itineraries offer a mix
of traditional, premium and deluxe options, while tailored
programs can be easily delivered as well.
All guided coach tours are guaranteed departures and
certain cruises include special interests, such as the ‘Young and
Fun for 18-29YO’, the ‘3049 Cruise’ and the deluxe ‘Croatia Coast
Cruises,’ which sell out quickly due to their high popularity.
Current incentives and savings of up to 10 per cent apply on
selected tours for bookings made by February 28.
■ sunislandtours.com.au
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Plitvice, Croatia

the company’s eight-day, self-guided walk
discovering the hilltop towns of Central Italy.
“This specially crafted, self-guided walk
uncovers Italy’s most impressive hilltop
towns which have been carefully preserved,
unscathed by mass tourism.
“It’s a journey of discovery through
three different regions, along steep valleys,
dense forests, rivers and lakes, and via Italy’s
legendary eroded clay slopes or ‘bad lands’.
“There is something magical about these
ancient towns perched atop hills and cliffs
that dominate the surrounding countryside
with their castles, fortresses and stone
houses.”
Another personal highlight for Baker is
Civita di Bagnoregio, known as the ‘dying city’.
“Less well known than Siena or Assisi, this
stunning medieval village sits high above a
dramatic deep-cut valley, atop a pinnacle of
slowly crumbling tufa rock and can only be
accessed by a pedestrian footbridge built by
the Etruscans.”
■ utracks.com.au

THE MIGHTY MEKONG FROM A

UNIQUE POINT OF VIEW
A journey with Avalon Waterways along the legendary Mekong River goes beyond
expectations. We focus on intimate experiences with exceptional personalised service and
with a maximum capacity of 36 travellers, our smaller Suite Ships® can sail into surprising
places that others can’t, getting you up close to the sights, cultures and traditions of
Vietnam & Cambodia.

SIEM REAP

FASCINATING VIETNAM, CAMBODIA & THE MEKONG RIVER

3 CAMBODIA

KAMPONG TRALACH
KONPONG LOUANG
PHNOM PENH

VIETNAM

WAT HANCHEY
ANGKOR BAN

Mekong River

CHAU DOC
CU LAO GIENG
BEN TRE

2

HO CHI MINH CITY

7

13 days Siem Reap to Ho Chi Minh City

FROM $6,182*

per person twin share (Based on 15/07/19, category B)

7 night cruise only option available from $4,269*

EARLYBIRD OFFERS AVAILABLE

Luxurious accommodations | All meals on board | Beer & wine with lunch & dinner | Choice of daily sightseeing | Port charges & intra-air

For more information or to book:

CALL 1300 130 134
Visit avalonwaterways.com.au
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Madrid

Touring finally sees the Lite
GLOBUS family of brands has introduced the
world’s first á la carte tour style.
Cosmos Lite combines the essential
features of award-winning Cosmos tours
with a personalised approach to daily
itineraries, offering hassle-free travel with
the freedom to tailor a trip to individual
interests, budget and pace.
New for 2019, Cosmos Lite is unveiling 10
innovative itineraries that combine major
cities with undiscovered, lesser-known
destinations across Europe.
Packages include ‘Spanish City Explorer,’
a nine-day itinerary priced from $1,209 per
person based on double occupancy. Travelling
from Barcelona to Madrid via Valencia, the
itinerary includes the Peñíscola coastline and
castle – a filming location for Game of Thrones.
Priced from $1,139 per person, ‘Ireland
Explorer’ is a seven-day tour that takes
guests from Limerick to Killarney and Dublin.
There’s also an optional opportunity to visit
the Cliffs of Moher and the lively city of
Galway.

Other ‘Explorer’ tours cover Portugal, Italy,
Austria, England and Scotland.
“Cosmos Lite gives travellers an innovative
and independent touring option, with a
new way to see, explore and experience
the world around them,” said Gai Tyrrell,
Managing Director Australasia for Globus
family of brands.
“Cosmos Lite takes care of getting
travellers to each destination and
coordinating accommodation, but what they
fill their days with – and the activities they
plan – is completely up to them.”
With a range of MyCosmos excursions
– such as a cooking class in Lisbon, a
guided tour of Genoa or a bike tour of the
Iron Curtain from Bratislava – Cosmos Lite
travellers have the option to purchase only
the tours and activities they find interesting,
or none at all if meandering sightseeing is
more their style.
If they need guidance on what to see or
do, an expert Tour Director will accompany
guests as they travel between destinations

COSMOS LITE PACKAGES INCLUDE:

•

City-to-city transportation (deluxe motor coaches with
complimentary Wi-Fi)

• Comfortable hotels (a base for independent exploration)
• Daily breakfasts
• Professional Tour Director (to point out the best sightseeing,
•
•

dining and entertainment)

MyCosmos optional excursions
(available for purchase)
CosmosGo mobile app (fuel for free time with suggestions to
make the most of each day).
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to offer suggestions for sightseeing, dining
and entertainment.
For travellers who want to wonder
and wander at their own pace, the
new CosmosGo app, filled with a host
of entertainment, sightseeing, dining
and shopping suggestions, is at their
fingertips.
Another welcome change from the typical
tour schedule includes most Cosmos Lite
excursions starting later in the morning.
“Free of commitments and full of
possibilities, Cosmos Lite’s á la carte touring
invites travellers to design each day with free
time, me time or see time,” added Tyrrell.
“A Cosmos Lite vacation gives autonomy
back to the traveller to fill their days
according to their specific interests, passions
and budget – without having to stress about
the itinerary fundamentals like transport
and accommodation that we take care of for
their ease, comfort and discovery.”
■ cosmostours.com.au/experiences/
cosmos-lite
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Small group
tour chases
famous lights

introduction to Reykjavik’s past and present.
During this tour Reykjavik’s main
attractions are highlighted on foot and by
private coach. The main landmarks, such
as The Pearl, Hallgrímskirkja church, the
harbour and the famous 101 Reykjavik
neighbourhood are visited.
Continue north-east to Skagafjörður,
known as the ‘valley of horses.’ Afterwards
the road takes us along a steep costal road
to the colourful fishing town of Siglufjörður.
After dinner at the hotel we’ll go out by foot
to search for the Northern Lights.
Leaving beautiful North Iceland, we head

ICELAND
AURORA
EXPLORER
2019/20

15 DAYS
ICELAND

FROM

SCANDINAVIAN SPECIALIST Bentours have
launched their new small group journey
‘Iceland Aurora Explorer.’
This incredible 15-day intimate journey
captures the very best that Iceland has to
offer in the spectacular winter months.
Experiencing the Northern Lights (if you’re
lucky!) with dramatic Icelandic scenery in
the backdrop will leave you awestruck and
appreciative of your natural surroundings.
Throughout the tour you will experience
six midnight walks to see the Northern lights,
weather permitting. The Northern Lights, also
known as Aurora Borealis, are caused by the
interaction of particles from the sun with the
upper atmosphere near the North Pole.
We drive away from the city lights to areas
where there is no light pollution to search
for the northern lights. This is a natural
phenomenon which can of course not be
guaranteed. The locations visited during the
Northern Lights tour vary from day to day
depending on weather conditions.
Starting in Reykjavik, you can enjoy a
good start to your experience on a fourhour tour of the world’s most northern
capital. This is a detailed and comprehensive

through the uninhabited highlands and moonlike surrounding to Egilsstaðir, the biggest
town in the east of Iceland with a population
of 2,200 and with some luck we might spot an
arctic fox or see reindeer on the way.
Continue your circle around Iceland where
you will visit Kaldi brewery, the Blue Lagoon
and entrance at Mývatn Nature Baths. Ending
in Reykjavik, we will end with a farewell
dinner at Perlan Restaurant, which offers a
beautiful view over the capital on your last
night in Iceland. After dinner we’ll end the trip
with a Northern Lights hunt by bus.
■ bentours.com.au

9,995pp

$

*

TRAVEL: SELECT 1 OF 8 DEPARTURES OCT'19 – MAR'20
30 NOV 2019, 19 JAN, 15 FEB, 16 MAR, 27 MAR 2020 $9,995pp
02 OCT, 15 OCT 2019 $10,395pp 28 DEC 2019 $10,995pp

RESERVE YOUR PLACE TODAY!
CALL 1800 221 712 EMAIL res@bentours.com OR VISIT bentours.com
*Terms and conditions apply. Prices are per person, twin share and subject to availability. See Bentours.com for more information.
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Wonderful ways
to see the wildlife
FROM CAPE Town to Zimbabwe, Tanzania
to Kenya, Scenic has an extensive program
of itineraries in its The Wild Wonders of Africa
2019/2020 brochure.
New to the company is the 30-day
‘Wonders of Africa’ itinerary that travels
from Cape Town to Nairobi taking in
Swaziland and the Kruger National Park.
The tour also includes Chobe National Park
in Botswana, Victoria Falls and Tanzania and
Kenya.
Starting at $25,995 per person, the
‘Wonders of Africa’ gives you South Africa
in detail with a taste of the wild essence of
Tanzania and Kenya.

Scenic also offers the 23-day ‘Grand African
Safari’, starting from $22,395 per person. It
takes in Kruger National Park, Chobe, Masai
Mara National Reserve, Lake Nakuru National
Park and Ngorongoro among others.
The Scenic Enrich program includes a
display of traditional Zulu dancing, high
tea at the Oyster Box hotel in Durban
with a local historian, or visiting a typical
Zimbabwean village to gain unique insights
in traditional village life.
Travellers who book before December
15 can take advantage of Scenic early bird
offers, which include:

The 2019 program also offers some new
extensions that are unique to Scenic:

flies free when booking the
* Partner
30-day ‘Ultimate African Expedition’, 30-

extension in Cape Town
* Three-day
staying at the award-winning Twelve

day ‘Wonders of Africa’ or 23-day ‘Grand
African Safari’

Apostles Hotel and Spa, including use
of The Spa, hydrotherapy pools, sauna
and flotation tank with a signature
treatment at the outdoor Spa gazebo
extension at the unique Giraffe
* Two-day
Manor where guests can enjoy breakfast
with a local herd of Rothschild giraffes
extension on the luxurious
* Four-day
Rovos Rail from Victoria Falls to
Johannesburg.

any journey of 12 days or longer
* Book
and save up to $1,400 per couple
business class from $4,995 per
* Fly
person when booking the 30-day
‘Ultimate African Expedition’, 30-day
‘Wonders of Africa’ or 23-day ‘Grand
African Safari’
flights when booking any Cape
* Free
Town to Cairo and Jordan tours.
■ scenic.com.au
Parchment work in
Lalibela, Ethiopia

Venture into the
Dark Continent
IMMERSIVE ITINERARIES for families,
the active or those after romance are
contained within the 2019-20 Africa
product range from Venture Far.
While expanding into Ethiopia for the
first time, the company also offers guests
the chance to explore the contrasting
landscapes of Namibia, enjoy the ultimate
walking safari travelling between mobile
camps set up along a river in Zambia, or
share a family safari experience in Kenya.
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Other highlights include a luxury safari
escape staying in unique lodges known for
their environmental focus combined with
some city days in Cape Town.
In Botswana, travellers can stay in
accommodation ranging from a lodge
in one of the most idyllic settings in the
Okavango Delta, spacious luxury tents
overlooking Moremi Game Reserve or a
safari lodge in Chobe National Park before
ending at Victoria Falls in Zimbabwe.

Or explore the highlights of Uganda on
a small group lodge safari discovering the
very best of this diverse country as you
search for chimpanzees and gorillas.
Ethiopia is a country with no fewer
than 80 different ethnic groups combined
with medieval forts, royal palaces and
tombs of ancient kings, giving visitors
a visual timeline of past empires and
kingdoms.
■ venturefar.com.au

PIONEERS OF LUXURY AFRICAN SAFARIS
Handcrafted Private & Small Group Journeys
Abercrombie & Kent pioneered luxury tented and photographic safaris in East Africa in the early 1960s, and has
remained the benchmark for quality and adventure on the continent in the many decades since. Today, we operate
dozens of local offices, luxury camps, conservation and community development projects throughout Sub-Saharan
Africa, with experts on the ground to serve the world’s most discerning and enlightened travellers in South Africa,
Botswana, Namibia, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Mozambique, Tanzania, Rwanda, Kenya, Uganda and Ethiopia. Whether
you’re tracking the Big Five in the Okavango Delta, climbing Mt Kilimanjaro, trekking to a remote gorilla community,
chasing the Great Migration across the Serengeti, or on another bespoke cultural and wildlife experience anywhere
in Africa, an A&K luxury safari is quite simply the greatest outdoor adventure holiday you will ever have. Act now
to secure the finest properties, the most knowledgeable guides and the best game-viewing experiences on earth.
Talk to your travel agent or call Abercrombie & Kent on 1300 851 800.

www.abercrombiekent.com.au

Request a copy of
A&K’s 2019 Africa,
Arabia & Persia book
and receive a $500 A&K
Travel Voucher. Visit
abercrombiekent.com.au
for details.
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IT’S HAMAR TIME
It’s a ceremony that few
westerners have ever
witnessed. Here, HELEN
POWER reports on the bull
jumping ritual of the Hamar
tribe in Ethiopia.
IT IS a warm sunny day in the Omo Valley in
south west Ethiopia and we are standing in a
dry river bed at the edge of a large gathering
of people from the Hamar tribe.
It is the end of the dry season: the
sorghum harvest has taken place and the
rains which will fill this riverbed are about
three weeks away.
And it is at this time of year that a special
event in the lives of young Hamar men
takes place: the bull jumping ceremony that
marks the rite of passage from boyhood to
manhood and with it the right to take a wife.
We are privileged to be here to witness this
very special ceremony.
We arrive at this place via 4WD vehicles
that lurch and bump through a couple
of kilometres of dirt track. The final few
hundred metres are on foot, through thick
bush, before emerging into a clearing with
the riverbed ahead.
Women of all ages, young children and
young Hamar men are already gathered in
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groups, with many of the young women
wearing bells strapped to their legs and
tooting on ceremonial horns, as they dance
and sing in the lead-up to the ceremony
proper.
The women are adorned in animal skins,
brightly-coloured beads and brass bracelets
and jewellery, with their hair tightly braided
and smothered in a mixture of red ochre and
butter.
The young men are bare-chested, with
tightly wrapped fabric tied at their waists in
a kind of skirt.
The young bull jumper watches the
proceedings, then wanders off to sit in
solitude a little distance away, doubtless
contemplating the task ahead.
If he successfully jumps across the line
of bulls, the celebrations will continue for
several days and his family will be proud.
The family wealth is measured in cattle and
sorghum – a grain crop that provides food
and also a kind of beer – and it costs 20 to 25
cattle and many bags of sorghum to put on
this ceremony.
If the young man fails to jump onto the
bulls’ backs, or falls from the bulls, it is a
source of great shame and he must slink off
into the bush until he dares to show his face
again.
Six bulls are set in place and the jumper,
now naked except for two pieces of flax tied

across his chest, stands before them with a
hint of apprehension.
He turns, walks away, then swings around
and runs up towards the line, leaping onto
the first bull and stumbling across the
bony backs of the others, before jumping
triumphantly to the ground on the other side.
Grinning now, he makes a second jump,
then a third, then the fourth and final jump.
All are accomplished well, with strength and
agility, and at the end of the final jump the
dancing, chanting and tooting of horns by
the young women of his tribe begins again
in earnest.
Pictures by Helen Power.
‘Africa: The Last Frontiers’ is a fully-inclusive,
30-day tour from Travel Directors priced from
$21,200. The next departure is August 7, 2019.
■ traveldirectors.com.au
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Rangers are no strangers to dangers
IT’S ONE of the most dangerous jobs in the
world and arguably the most crucial in the
conservation of the world’s remaining rhino
populations.
Now Intrepid Travel has launched an eightday trip that offers travellers a rare insight
into the work of a wildlife ranger in Kenya.
Some 1,000 rangers have lost their lives
protecting wildlife in the past decade.
The tour has been designed in partnership
with the Thin Green Line Foundation, a nonprofit organisation which looks after those on
the frontline.
It will take travellers behind the scenes
on game drives and foot patrols with the
rangers working in the area between the

Amboseli, Chyulu Hills and Kilimanjaro
National Parks.
James Thornton, CEO of Intrepid Group,
says the expedition combines the reality of
the conservation frontline with an African
wildlife adventure.
“There’s nothing quite like the rush of
spotting wild elephants, buffalo, lions and
rhinos as you journey through Africa’s rugged
landscape.
“Yet so few of us are aware of the people
behind the preservation of the species:
the everyday men and women who face a
range of threats every day, from poachers to
extreme conditions and armed militia groups,
to make these kinds of trips possible.”

The expedition includes a visit to the rhino
sector at Chyulu Hills, where just eight wild
black rhinos reside. It is rangers who do the
critical work in conducting the research and
monitoring required to help these endangered
rhinos to thrive.
Guests will also spend time at a training
academy to learn what it takes to become
a ranger and hear true stories of how they
work to protect the wildlife in Kenya.
The expedition is priced from $4,190 per
person (excluding flights) with two departures
in late July and mid-September next year. For
every traveller a donation will be made to the
Thin Green Line to support Kenyan rangers.
■ intrepidtravel.com/au

WORLDWIDE

ESCORTED

TOURS
Experts in
small-group tours
for the discerning
traveller for more
than 25 years.

Africa: The Last Frontiers
SOMALILAND | ETHIOPIA | MADAGASCAR
30 DAYS | ALL INCLUSIVE* | DEPARTS 6 AUG 2019 | from $21,200
An enthralling journey that begins in Somaliland (not be confused with its neighbour
Somalia), travels to Southern Ethiopia and on to the remarkable island of Madagascar. See
the ancient rock art at Laas Geel, Somaliland; visit the diverse tribal groups of Ethiopia’s
southern Omo Valley; and discover the unique flora and fauna and stunning landscapes of
the world’s fourth largest island. These are the last frontiers of Africa!

*Fully inclusive of return economy
flights on Emirates; all internal flights
in Africa; all taxes; all visas and courier
fees; all ground transportation; all
accommodation (twin share); all
meals; all sightseeing and entrance
fees; unique cultural experiences and
interaction with local people; expert
tour leader and local guides; and all
tips and gratuities.

traveldirectors.com.au

1300 856 661
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AKAGERA NATIONAL
PARK, RWANDA

The 100,000-hectare Akagera National Park
in eastern Rwanda boasts some of the most
scenic savannah in Africa and is home to one
of the continent’s highest hippo densities as
well as elephant, buffalo, lion, leopard, zebra,
giraffe and a range of antelope species.
A&K can incorporate Akagera into a tailormade Rwandan safari.

ISRAEL

AROUND THE WORLD
IN SO MANY WAYS
Abercrombie & Kent has compiled its definitive go-to
inventory for discerning travellers who want to take
the road less travelled, visit hard-to-reach wilderness
havens and immerse themselves in new cultures.
ARMENIA
Top: Israel. Below: The Kimberley.
THIS TINY country in the southern Caucasus
boasts one of the world’s oldest civilisations,
was the earliest nation to adopt Christianity
and produces world famous brandy which is
reported to have been distilled there since
the 12th century.
A&K’s 13-day ‘Journey to the Caucasus’ is
priced from $8,995 per person.

Bottom: Egypt

EGYPT

After a period of hiatus, Egypt is now firmly
back and on trend. A&K knows this timeless
destination like the back of its hand, with
nine offices throughout the country and
headquarters in Cairo, a fleet of small ships
on the Nile, private docking facilities, plus
the most highly qualified Egyptologists.
A&K’s nine-day ‘Nile in Style’ is priced from
$6,575 per person.

URUGUAY

Relatively little known, Uruguay has a
perfectly preserved colonial heritage, a
spectacular Atlantic coastline and raw rural
scenery, making it well worth a visit. Expect
delicious wines, a flavoursome meat-based
cuisine and a rare musical heritage.
A&K’s five-day ‘Undiscovered Uruguay’ is
priced from $2,895 per person.

IRELAND

A journey through Ireland delivers ancient
legends, inspiring natural beauty, vibrant
cities and imposing castles. From Georgian
Dublin to the wild Galway coastline, the
beloved Ring of Kerry and the Giant’s
Causeway, you’ll experience charming
villages, lively folk music and classic country
pubs.
A&K’s 12-day ‘Scotland & Ireland: Stories &
Legends’ is priced from $10,325 per person.

ESTONIA
THE KIMBERLEY BY SEA

The spectacular Kimberley landscape and
coastline is something every Australian
should see. Here you’ll find ancient
aboriginal rock art, tidal waterfalls, coral
reefs, mangrove ecosystems, coastal gorges,
birdlife, saltwater crocs and much more.
A&K’s 13-day ‘Kimberley Cruise’ is priced
from $16,995 per person.

JAPAN

Though steeped in tradition, parts of Japan
are starkly new-age. There’s incredible
architecture, a fascinating history, world
famous gardens and cutting-edge art
installations.
A&K’s 11-day ‘Culture & Customs of Japan’
is priced from $16,795 per person.
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Refreshing yet authentically different, the
Holy Land has a rich and ancient history and
an abundance of atmospheric sights from
Jerusalem and Nazareth to modern Tel Aviv
and the starkly beautiful Negev Desert.
A&K’s 11-day ‘Classic Israel’ is priced from
$13,995 per person.

This is one of Europe’s least crowded, flattest
and greenest countries, with more than
2,000 islands, lakes and rivers which drain
into the Gulf of Finland. Its capital, Tallinn,
is one of the most captivating with ancient
churches, medieval streets and noble
merchants’ houses.
A&K’s 10-day ‘Capitals of the Baltic’ is
priced from $11,665 per person.

AMRITSAR

In India’s northwest, Amritsar is the spiritual
centre of the Sikh religion with the famous
Golden Temple at its heart. One of the
country’s most serene sights, it sits in stark
contrast to the surrounding streets which are
a hive of activity.
Pricing is available on application for A&K’s
11-day ‘Fabled Hill Stations & the Golden
Temple’ itinerary.
■ abercrombiekent.com.au

Cruise the

Kimberley Coast
in style with APT

Nothing quite compares to the
Kimberley coastline. Vast and timeless,
its coastal landscapes evoke a sense
of remoteness that is real. An APT
Expedition Cruise gives you the chance
to explore these ancient waters from the
comfort of their award-winning sister
ships, the MS Caledonian Sky and
MS Island Sky.

From the secluded gorges and tumbling falls of
the Kimberley to the ochre cliffs and tropical rainforests of remote Arnhem Land, gain a front-row
seat to some of Australia’s most amazing sights.
Admire ancient Indigenous rock art, experience
the dramatic Horizontal Falls aboard a high-powered fast boat ride, and set out on exhilarating
Zodiac excursions to discover breathtaking
natural spectacles like Montgomery Reef.
Now celebrating more than 40 years of touring
in the Kimberley, no one is better equipped to take
you into the remote and rugged Kimberley region
than APT. As the only operator in the Kimberley
currently offering a combination of both land
journeys and coastal cruises, they have your next
Kimberley adventure covered.
Allowing you to get closer to the sights of
Australia’s most untouched coastal areas, APT’s
handcrafted Expedition Cruises stick to the
coastline, without the need to stop over in
Indonesia. From the moment you step aboard,
venture where larger ships cannot while enjoying
stylish surrounds and an all-inclusive lifestyle.
Timeless elegance is reflected in every detail
of APT’s sister ships and with a range of spacious
suites on board, some the largest for their
category in the region, an incredible experience is

guaranteed. Relish in the intimate atmosphere and
personalised service, with just 110 guests and
75 dedicated crew members on board.
All Kimberley Coast Expedition Cruises are
expertly guided by APT’s outstanding 10-member
Expedition Team. These hand-picked experts are
specialists in their field and include, but are not
limited to, naturalists, marine biologists, historians
and ecologists. They have a passion for sharing
their knowledge and amazing stories, bringing
the Kimberley and Arnhem Land coastlines to life.
Zodiacs are versatile, inflatable boats that
allow you to get closer to reefs, mangroves, waterfalls and remote beaches for once-in-a-lifetime
experiences. With 10 Zodiac vessels on board both
the MS Caledonian Sky and MS Island Sky, you’ll
enjoy an up-close exploration of the Kimberley
Coast at the most ideal times, with fewer delays.
Embark on thrilling excursions in small groups
to discover incredible sights like King George Falls
and Cyclone Creek.
In the hands of the Kimberley’s best Expedition
Team, nothing compares to an Expedition Cruise
with APT. Travel in total luxury without a single
worry, knowing that every last detail has been
considered and included – this is Expedition
Cruising at its finest.

T R A V E L TON
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Partners putting on a show
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC Expeditions
and G Adventures have announced new
destinations and tours for 2019, the fourth
year of their partnership.
With the additions, the National
Geographic Journeys line of small group
tours further expands into South America
and Europe.
Beginning in January, travellers will have
the chance to take advantage of Bolivia’s
recently-improved tourism infrastructure.
Guests can experience the country’s

memorable landscapes, including the
famous Uyuni Salt Flats, while learning about
its rich cultural heritage and visiting one of
the highest cities on Earth.
Also new in South America for 2019 is a tour
of Peru’s archaeologically and ecologicallywondrous north that will have travellers
exploring cloud forests, hiking a huge waterfall
and peering back into pre-Incan times.
An additional combination tour of the
northern Chachapoyas region, coupled with
a visit to Machu Picchu by train, offers a 16-

Top: Lisbon
Above: La Paz Plaza, Murillo, Bolivia
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day deep-dive into life in Peru.
In Europe, National Geographic Journeys
builds on growing international interest in
Portugal as a vacation destination with two
new tours that are eight- or 15-days in length.
Focusing on Lisbon, Coimbra and Porto,
the first tour celebrates the country’s rich
food, wine and architectural marvels.
The second combines a week in Portugal
with another in Spain, adding the Moorish
masterpiece of the Alhambra with time for
wandering through charming Seville.
In Europe’s Eastern region, a new tour in
Hungary and Romania has its launch point in
Budapest before moving on to Transylvania
for a fascinating and slightly haunting dose
of history, culture, myths and legends at Bran
Castle, often linked to the Dracula story.
Launched in late 2015 with a World
Tourism Day celebration, National Geographic
Journeys has grown from 70 tours in its initial
year to 89 different tours in 55 countries.
A special focus on expanding tours further
into Africa and Asia has helped bring new
travellers to Tanzania, Botswana, Mongolia
and Indonesia.
The National Geographic Journeys line of
trips offers hands-on exploration, with an
emphasis on storytelling, local immersion
and social good.
Priced from $1,349 per person and from
six to 30 days in length, the itineraries are
designed for those who appreciate having free

Left: La Paz Cholita, Bolivia. Above: Cable Car, Lisbon
Photos courtesy of G Adventures

time and flexibility but value the structure and
security that come with group travel.
Each trip is led by a knowledgeable, local
guide called a Chief Experience Officer
(CEO) and is filled with opportunities for
making meaningful connections with other
people.
Whenever possible, guests visit projects
and community initiatives associated with
National Geographic or G Adventures that
help improve local livelihoods and protect
natural or cultural heritage.
G Adventures reported that during the
past year, the National Geographic Journeys
trips have delivered the strongest growth of
all its trip styles, with a 19 per cent, yearover-year increase among Australian and
New Zealand travellers, and a 27 per cent
surge in booking sales against the year prior.

Tanzania, Zimbabwe, Italy and Morocco
were the top four popular growth
destinations booked by Journeys travellers
from Australia and New Zealand.
“The Journeys story is all about growth.
Compared to even two years ago, bookings
of these trips have soared and we’re adding
more product to keep up with demand,” said
Adrian Piotto, Australia and New Zealand
Managing Director for G Adventures.
“In terms of the trend lines, these tours
are proving to be one of the most attractive
and sellable experiences we offer the travel
agent community because of their focus on
comfortable accommodations and exclusive
experiences.
“An impressive 69 per cent of Journeys’
Australian sales were driven by our partner
travel agents and advisors.”

In terms of the typical Journeys traveller
from Australia, the average person is more
than 55 years old and has booked a trip of
more than 11 days with six months’ lead
time. A strong majority of those Australians
have been women, who make up 65 per cent
of Journeys buyers.
“We are thrilled with the strong growth
of the Journeys line and are pleased to
expand our offerings allowing consumers
to experience different parts of the globe,”
said Andrea Robinson, Australia and
New Zealand Country Director, National
Geographic Expeditions.
“It feels good to be able to offer
people even more ways to connect with
the inspiring community programs and
fieldwork each of our organisations support.”
■ gadventures.com.au

is your ultimate
travel companion
Get all the latest news, deals and
competitions delivered right to your inbox
when you subscribe to our digital newsletter.
Head to www.traveltalkmag.com.au
to subscribe – and while you’re there, take
our new weekly travel quiz and find out if
you are a travel know-it-all.
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Heading in the right direction
Here, MICHAEL MCCALL, Director of Sales, Australia,
New Zealand & Asia for Sanctuary Retreats, suggests
where luxury travellers might be heading next year.
EGYPT
“While the country has long been a
stalwart of many travellers’ bucket lists, for
several years following the Arab Spring
uprising political upheaval saw a marked
decline in the numbers of people travelling
there.
“However, thanks to an extended period
of stability, there has been a real resurgence
of interest in Egypt and visitors are starting to
flood back.”
Sanctuary Retreats has been operating
luxury river cruises on the Nile for almost two
decades, offering a range of itineraries and
bespoke charters, including the Sanctuary
Sun Boat IV, which is set to re-launch after an
extensive refurbishment.
According to Michael the company
remains passionate about – and confident in
– the destination.
“We’re optimistic about Egypt’s stability and
safety, and we are really buoyed by renewed
tourist interest over the past 12 months.
“If you add in excellent weather all year
round, lots of major landmarks which are
relatively free of tourists and friendly locals,
now is a fantastic time to travel there.
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“The Egyptian government has also
taken significant steps to bolster security
around tourism hotspots over the past
few years, which means that there is a
reassuring security presence at Luxor,
Aswan and other areas of interest,
alleviating any fears travellers may have.”
Sanctuary Retreats’ Nile River Cruises
sail between Aswan and Luxor, visiting all
the major sites including the Valleys of the
Kings and Queens, the Temple of Karnak
and the Island of Agilika.
Prices in 2019 start from $US960 (approx.
$AU1,360) per person twin share for a threenight cruise aboard the Sanctuary Sun Boat IV.

KENYA
Michael’s other top travel destination
for 2019 is Kenya and specifically the
Maasai Mara for a chance to observe the
Great Migration, one of the wonders of the
natural world.
Every year more than 1.4 million
wildebeest, gazelles and zebra stampede,
following the rains from the Serengeti to
the Maasai Mara.

Offering a ringside seat to the spectacle
is Sanctuary Retreats’ newly rebuilt flagship
property, Olonana, with 14 glass-sided
luxury suites, each with marble and slate
bathrooms as well as private decks.
But for Michael the game viewing on offer
at Sanctuary Olonana is the other aspect
which makes a stay here truly memorable.
“Our experienced guides are expert at
finding the perfect hidden spots from which
to view the extensive wildlife on show in
the Maasai Mara, ensuring that our guests
have the best safari experience possible,
with plenty of memorable, out-of-this-world
sightings.”

TRAVEL TRENDS
Michael also points to several other
factors that are playing an increasing
influence on the travel choices of customers
in the year ahead – especially over-tourism,
security and environmental concerns.
“We’re already seeing people wanting to
visit more undiscovered parts of Africa rather
than the major highlights.
“In particular, we’re seeing real growth
in demand for access to more remote
wilderness areas in Botswana and Tanzania’s
Southern Serengeti and Tarangire National
Park, where we operate several small safari
camps sustainably – and with a very small
footprint.”
■ sanctuaryretreats.com

WHAT’S HOT 2019: Pacific Islands

These Gauguin
savings make
an impression
PAUL GAUGUIN Cruises is offering 50 per
cent off all-inclusive voyage fares in 2019.
The company operates the highest rated,
award-winning and longest continuallysailing luxury cruise ship in the South Pacific,
the m/s Paul Gauguin.
Trademark itineraries include the
15-day/14-night ‘Marquesas, Tuamotus &
Society Islands’ tour, which journeys through
picturesque tropical isles.
This two-week itinerary offers plenty of
time to explore and relax at your own pace.
It includes the pristine beaches and
exceptional diving of the Tuamotu
Archipelago and the Marquesas Islands of
Fatu Hiva, Hiva Oa, Tahuata and Muku Hiva,
all of which are as rich in culture as they are
in rugged, natural beauty.
Travellers begin their voyage in the
Society Islands of Bora Bora, Taha’a,
Moorea, Tahiti and Huahine, where diving
experiences showcase an abundance of
clownfish, turtles, sharks and octopi.
In contrast to the aquamarine lagoons and
white sand beaches of the Society Islands, the

Marquesas Islands offer rugged peaks, valleys,
rainforests and rich Polynesian culture.
Highlights of the 14-night itinerary include
exploration of the history and culture of
the Polynesian islands, with Hiva Oa being
home to the largest stone sculptures in the
Marquesas, which are said to be linked to the
famous tikis of Easter Island.
On the third day of the voyage, guests will
see the pink sand beach of Fakarava, which
offers a front row seat to rare and exotic
birds, plants and crustaceans only found in

this hidden corner of the world.
The voyage also includes a day trip to
Paul Gauguin Cruises’ own private islet, Motu
Mahana. Here, guests of the m/s Gauguin
will enjoy an exclusive retreat with a pristine
white sand beach and shore excursions.
Departure dates in 2019 include January
26, April 13 and November 23. Prices vary
from $US6,080 – $20,480 (approx. $AU8,600
– $29,000) per person based on double
occupancy.
■ wiltrans.com.au

THE ISLANDS OF

TAHITI
ON SALE!

1300 858 305 | info@tahititravel.com.au | www.tahititravel.com.au
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Stone Forest,
China

Program features new & old
BUNNIK TOURS have just launched their new
Asia program for the 2019/20 season.
The new program features three new
tours as well as 20 returning favourites, such
as ‘Japan Discovery’ and ‘Vietnam, Cambodia
& Laos in Depth’. New destinations for
2019/20 include Southern China, Hong Kong
and Nepal.
New to the program is the 15-day

‘Southern China & Hong Kong’ tour. Clients
will delve into the region’s remarkable
landscapes, such as those found in the
Wulinyuan Scenic Area that inspired James
Cameron’s Avatar.
The itinerary starts in Kunming,
considered to be China’s most ‘liveable’
city. Clients will explore ancient towns and
temples, discover the well-maintained

historic architecture and
witness the vast beauty of the
wilderness before enjoying
modern China in Hong Kong.
Also new to the Bunnik
suite is the 18-day ‘Discover
Borneo’ tour, which boasts
three days in one of the
world’s most pristine and
protected areas of ancient
rainforest, the Danum Valley
Conservation Area.
The company’s most popular small group
tour, the 17-day ‘Japan Discovery’ itinerary,
returns with plenty of special departures
for the cherry blossom and autumn colours
viewing seasons.
The journey starts in ultra-modern Tokyo
and continues through Hakone, Takayama,
Kyoto and Hiroshima before finishing in
Osaka, taking travellers on an experiential
journey of history, culture and discovery.
Pioneers of the small group touring
concept, Bunnik has a maximum group size
of just 20 passengers in Asia.
For travelers, this means more time with
tour guides, more space on the bus and
better views, truly unique local experiences,
less time spent waiting and a great
opportunity to build lifelong friendships.
■ bunniktours.com.au

ENJOY YOUR OWN
JUNGLE BOOK

A NEW package from Cruise Traveller and Adventure Resorts and
Cruises (ARC) offers Aussies big savings on a river and overland
safari in India in 2019.
The 19-night ‘Wildlife Safari by Land and River’ package includes
a cruise on the Brahmaputra River, which boasts the world’s
biggest river island, and a stay in Pench National Park, the setting
for Rudyard Kipling’s famous novel, The Jungle Book.
The adventure will begin in Delhi on April 2, 2019, when
guests will travel to the three national parks in India’s north –
Bandhavgarh, Kanha and Pench – staying three nights in lodges at
each and going on game drives each day to explore the abundant
flora and fauna.
At Pench, guests will stay among the treetops like Mowgli from
The Jungle Book and spot wolves, porcupines, hyenas, antelopes,
sambar, wild pig, jackals and tigers. The package also includes a
visit to Kolkata, long regarded as one of India’s cultural hubs.
Following the land safari, guests will then board the MV
Mahabaahu, ARC’s boutique, 46-guest river ship, for a seven-night
cruise on the Brahmaputra. The river offers the only cruise in the
world under the shadows of the snow-covered Himalayas.
Including nine nights’ accommodation and meals at the national
parks, accommodation in Delhi and Kolkata, a total of 13 safaris,
the all-inclusive river cruise and domestic flights within India, the
19-night package is available from $9,795 per person twin share.
This includes a discount of $1,370 per person if booked by
January 30, 2019.
■ cruisetraveller.com.au
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MV Mahabaahu in Assam
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Ha Long Bay, Vietnam

Tailor Made travel that suits you
APT HAVE announced the addition of Vietnam and Cambodia to
their Tailor Made Journeys custom itinerary planning service, further
enhancing the company’s range of travel offerings.
Featured in APT’s latest Vietnam & Cambodia River Cruising
brochure, guests can now create their own private luxury APT
holidays throughout this vibrant region of Southeast Asia, in
addition to Africa and South America where the program originated.
Travellers can design their own tours, such as a deeper discovery
of Cambodia that might include three full days in Phnom Penh and
Siam Reap, followed by two relaxing days on the private tropical
island of Song Saa, where activities range from snorkeling, kayaking
and nature walks to yoga sessions.
A journey dedicated to the northern region of Vietnam might
include four nights immersed in the bustling metropolis of Hanoi,
before a two-night exploration amid the hills of Sapa and a luxury
two-night cruise on World Heritage-listed Ha Long Bay.
Tailor Made Journeys puts guests at the centre of the planning
process, allowing them to design every element of their itinerary
including the departure dates, locations, duration, modes of travel,
hotels and bespoke sightseeing options.
APT’s journey planners will work with guests to create a
comprehensive travel proposal, custom-built to create the perfect
itinerary catering to every individual need and preference and filled
with personal touches and experiences.
“APT have over 90 years’ experience in group touring. Tailor

Made Journeys combines this security and the exclusive benefits of
travelling with APT, with the freedom of personalised travel to create
a completely personalised experience,” explained Steve Reynolds,
CEO of APT.
The company is set to include even more destinations as part of
the Tailor Made Journey service in the coming months. In addition,
all Tailor Made Journey bookings benefit from APT Club rewards and
earn Qantas Frequent Flyer Points.
Agents can also take advantage of a special guide released by
APT to help them make the most of the company’s custom travel
planning service.
The Tailor Made Journeys Travel Agent Guide includes an overview
of the service, the benefits for agents and for clients, a step-by-step
guide to the planning process and a host of sample itineraries.
■ aptouring.com.au
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WHAT’S HOT 2019: Canada

A PLACE FOR ALL SEASONS

Canada continues to inspire and draw travellers from all around the world.
Catering for a wide range of special interests, the destination should be on
everyone’s bucket list for 2019.
TAKE A WALK ON THE WILD SIDE
CANADA AND ALASKA has wildlife in
abundance. It is a safe haven for many
species, including grizzly, brown and black
bears, polar bears, whales, caribou, moose,
deer and wolves.
Thanks to its rich forests, salmon abundant
rivers and free flowing streams, bear viewing
is a highly recommended activity when
traveling to either Canada or Alaska. There
are wildlife viewing packages available for a
range of budgets and length of stay.
Enjoy a short stay at a bear viewing lodge,
jump on a whale watching day tour or fly up
to Churchill for a few days and observe the
polar bears from a Tundra Buggy.

A TASTE FOR ADVENTURE
Alaska is the perfect destination for
a cruise, offering unique scenery found
nowhere else on earth. Choose from
experienced ocean cruise liners or go for a

more intimate experience with a small ship
cruise line.
An instant benefit of small ship cruising is
the size of the vessel itself, having the ability
to go into bays, fjords and areas where large
ships can’t, giving you an advantage to
other travellers.
Being only a couple of levels high, you
will also be eye-to-eye with the wildlife,
allowing you to get up close and personal
for amazing viewing and photography.
Having a smaller group, you’ll have the
luxury of intimate experiences and being
one-on-one with the local culture. From
the back of the ship you’ll be able to kayak
and hike, or relive history from aboard an
expedition vessel, upscale yacht, or turn-ofthe-century coastal steamer.
And small ship expedition is not limited
to ‘roughing’ it. There’s been an increase
in operators offering luxury expedition
cruising for those who want to travel in
style and comfort.

RIDE THE RAILS
OR HIT THE ROADS!
Canada is renowned for offering some of
the most scenic rail journeys and highways
in the world.
A combination of rail and road travel is
one of the best ways to see its vast areas,
or let someone else do the driving while
you check out the scenery and wildlife
on a customisable coach tour led by a
knowledgeable driver guide.
Self-driving this immense country will
give you the ultimate flexibility as you can
spend as long or as little time in a particular
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destination and making stops along the way.
Alternatively, rail travel gives you the
opportunity to mingle with locals and
travellers alike. Options include the renowned
Rocky Mountaineer offering four scenic routes
from the Pacific Northwest to the mountain
towns of Jasper, Banff or Lake Louise.
The VIA Rail transverses across Canada,
giving travellers the options of hopping on
and off to experience cities and towns along
the way. VIA Rail’s ‘The Canadian’ operates up
to three times a week travelling through the
Canadian Rockies to the prairies and ending
in the metropolis of Toronto.
Rail enthusiasts can also extend to
Quebec Province and to the Atlantic coast
city of Halifax, where you can proudly brag
about having travelled from the Pacific coast
to the Atlantic coast by rail!

WINTER WONDERLAND
While famed for its excellent skiing
opportunities, Canada also has plenty of
things for the non-skier. Extraordinary
adventures await while dog sledding,
snowmobiling, ice fishing or on a winter spa
experience.
When people travel to North America,
an experience high on their to-do list is to
see the Northern Lights (or Aurora Borealis).
The best time for viewing this incredible
phenomenon is November through to
March, but you can often catch them as early
as September or as late as April depending
on how far north you are in Canada or
Alaska.
■ canada-alaska.com.au

KNIGHT INLET LODGE PACKAGE

ULTIMATE ALASKA SOJOURN

Knight Inlet is a 100km-long fjord carved by glaciers in the coastal
mountains. This pristine wilderness is the native habitat of
the Grizzly Bear.

Experience all the iconic wonders of Alaska & British Columbia.
Seabourn combines ultra-luxury with expedition-style flair to bring you
a more in-depth experience of the area’s nature, history, forestry
and wildlife.

HIGHLIGHTS:
•
Bear Viewing Tour
•
Scenic Boat Ride of Glendale Cove
•
Knight Inlet sightseeing Cruise
•
Excursions to Thompson Sound and Bond Sound for bear and
wildlife viewing
•
All meals & snacks whilst at lodge + house wine with dinner
included

4

from $5,199 PP/TS

HIGHLIGHTS:
•
Ketchikan
•
Rudyerd Bay (Misty Fjords)
•
Wrangell, Alaska
•
Scenic cruising Tracy Arm or Endicott Arm
•
Sitka, Haines, Junea, Inian Islands & Icy strait Point, Alaska

11

from $7,699 PP/TS

RAIL TO THE ROCKIES

NORTHERN LIGHTS & WINTER NIGHTS

Explore the best of the Canadian Rockies on this 7-day self-drive & rail
tour. Stay in Rocky Mountain resorts of Banff, Lake Louise & Japser
and travel by train in a sleeper berth on-board VIA Rail train between
Vancouver & Jasper.

Enjoy watching the dancing skies from directly on the Tundra, and
experience the incredible culture and warmth of the town and people
of Churchill.

HIGHLIGHTS:
•
Sleeping berth on-board VIA Rail Sleeper
•
Admission to either Banff Upper Hot Springs or Miette Hot Springs
Jasper
•
Ice Explorer ride onto the Athabasca Glacier
•
Sulphur Mountain Gondola

6

from $1,899 PP/TS

HIGHLIGHTS:
•
3 nights in Winnipeg
•
4 nights in Churchill
•
Mix of cultural and wildlife adventure
•
Tundra Buggy transfers to the Aurora Lounge – a stationary Tundra
Buggy with rooftop observation deck
•
Small group tour – max. 20 passengers

7

from $6,269 PP/TS

Terms & Conditions: Prices are based on per person/twin share basis, at low season travel. Seabourn cruise based in an lead-in Ocean View Suite. All published prices are subject to seasonality rate changes and availability at time of booking.
Full terms and conditions apply, please contact our team for more information.

1300 794 959 | sales@canada-alaska.com.au | www.canada-alaska.com.au

WHAT’S HOT 2019: UK

Above: Counter Culture
Below: Smoking Goat

FOOD FOR
THOUGHT

While the UK hasn’t always been at the forefront of world cuisine,
the Old Dart is rapidly getting its kitchen in order. Here, we look at
some of the tasty treats on the horizon in 2019.
VEGAN VENTURES, farm-to-fork, foraging.
Britain certainly knows how to embrace a
food trend with gusto and apply its own
unique passion and style to it.
What will 2019 bring to the tables? Here
are just a few of the gastronomic trends
that await visitors over the next 12 months.

SUGAR-FREE DESSERTS
These days it is entirely possible to have
your guilt-free cake and eat it too because
gone are the days when sugar-free meant
taste-free.
In the smart North London
neighbourhood of Islington is Romeo’s
Sugar Free Bakery & Café and yes, those
lip-smackingly good red velvet cakes,
banoffee pies and raspberry gateaux are all
made without refined sugar.
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FERMENTED FOODS

From London’s thriving Korean foodie
scene, where traditional Kimchi (fermented
vegetables) is a regular side dish, to the city’s
Scandinavian-inspired restaurants, fermented
food is having a moment.
Nestled in the corner of South London
in Clapham is small plates restaurant
Counter Culture and the place to come for
a fermented food feast. Taking each season’s
produce, the people behind the restaurant
are fermenting, pickling, curing and bottling
before serving up with meat, fish and
vegetables.

ZERO-WASTE RESTAURANTS

Discover delicious food while keeping
a clean conscience, thanks to the growing
number of zero-waste restaurants in Britain.

One of the pioneers, Brighton-based
restaurant Silo, grew from a desire to respect
the environment and to reinvigorate the
food industry. What you’ll discover is a menu
drawn from products made in-house, direct
trading with farmers and choosing local and
British ingredients, resulting in zero waste.
There’s no compromise on taste – its
brunch menu alone contains delicacies
such as Sheffield pigs’ cheek and Yorkshire
rhubarb.

ETHICAL DRINKING
Hot on the heels of the trend of pay-asyou-feel meals and zero waste restaurants,
local drinks companies are increasingly
following ethical practices.
In Manchester, the Moss Cider Project
takes place seasonally around September,

LATE NIGHT FEASTING

Bob Bob
Ricard
turning apples donated by members of the
public into delicious cider and juice, selling
it, and sowing the profits back into the local
community.
And at Brew Wild Manchester you’ll
be able to enjoy a pint from a community
project that brings beekeepers, brewers and
gardeners together through the medium of
beer.

PLANT INSPIRATION

In full bloom on many sophisticated
menus, floral flavours have become a staple;
look no further than Skye Gyngell’s Spring
restaurant at London’s Somerset House for
inspiration.
Dandelyan

It seems plants are also having a moment.
One of London’s innovators of cocktails, Ryan
Chetiyawardana of White Lyan fame, opened
the Dandelyan bar at the Mondrian hotel on
London’s South Bank and brought customers
a cocktail menu called ‘Modern Life of Plants’.
Discover taste sensations such as ‘Greener
Grass Fizz’, which uses gem lettuce, and
‘Monkey Puzzle’ where hogweed is an
ingredient.

ONE-FOOD MENUS

London’s one-food eateries, such as the
Cereal Killer Café and the Porridge Café, have
sparked a trend that is spreading across the UK.
Head up to Glasgow to find the UK’s largest
urban pancake house, Stack & Still. Get your
head around its colossal pancake menu that
claims to offer more than 10 million possible
combinations – including buckwheat, glutenfree, vegan, buttermilk, protein and sugar-free
options – before checking out Glasgow’s firstever self-dispensing drinks bar.
Spring

Now that the London Underground runs
through the night at weekends you’ll be
able to spend more time at late night dining
hotspots in 2019.
Forget the fast-food joints: satisfy your
hunger with a splash of sophistication. Mix
with the glamour crowd at Bob Bob Ricard,
open until 1am on Fridays and Saturdays, at
its all-booth dining room serving English and
Russian cuisines, with a Press for Champagne
button at every table.
You’ve not been to Soho if you’ve not
been to the legend that is Bar Italia, open
from 7am to 5am for coffee and cakes. A
mouth-watering late night menu can be
found at the Duck & Waffle in the City’s
Heron Tower; open 24/7, you can grab duck
egg en cocotte, duck kebab or salt beef
grilled cheese on its 11.30pm to 5am menu.
Or for a laid-back vibe styled on Bangkok’s
late night canteens, check out Shoreditch’s
Smoking Goat, open until 1am Thursday to
Saturday.

BY DAY/BY NIGHT VENUES
With space at a premium in cities, why
let a good venue go to waste when it’s
completed its day job?
By day, Hill & Szrok trades as a butcher:
by night, it becomes a restaurant serving at
communal tables – but within both guises
it serves only organic and free-range meat
bought direct from farms.
Cafés are catching on to the day-to-night
transition too; Rake’s by Liverpool Street
station is a café by day and transforms into a
hip DJ-set bar by night, while Grind – which
has four outlets across London – serves up
your favourite macchiato in the daytime and
espresso martinis come nightfall.
You might even catch a music star or
two at its Shoreditch branch; it has its own
recording studio where artists such as Tinie
Tempah, FKA Twigs and Sam Smith have laid
tracks.
■ visitbritain.org

WATCH OUT FOR…
LONDON COFFEE FESTIVAL
OLD TRUMAN BREWERY, BRICK LANE.
MARCH 28-31.
Arabica aficionados can celebrate
London coffee culture at this dedicated
festival, which brings together a range of
coffee-related activities under one roof, as
well as art and food spin-off events.

BLENHEIM PALACE FOOD FESTIVAL
OXFORDSHIRE. MAY 25-27.
Oxfordshire’s largest food festival
features 150 stalls, jazz musicians,
children’s storytellers and some of the
biggest names in the foodie world.
Raymond Blanc and MasterChef winners
have attended in the past.

CARDIGAN BAY SEAFOOD FESTIVAL
CARDIGAN BAY, NORTH WALES. JULY 7.
This well-established seafood festival
has welcomed previous participants
including Michelin chefs Hywel Jones
of Lucknam Park and Roger Jones of the
Little Bedwyn.
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WHAT’S HOT 2019: Ireland

Left: Castlerock, Northern Ireland. Photo
courtesy Amanda Killen.
Above: ‘King’s Road’, Dark Hedges.
Picture courtesy Tourism Ireland

GAME OF THRONES
OPENS TO THE PUBLIC
FILMING LOCATIONS from the hit TV series
Game of Thrones are set to open as tourist
attractions in Northern Ireland next year.
The show is about to wrap on its final
series after a decade shooting at various
locations around Northern Ireland.
Now TV network HBO has revealed that
for the first time, fans of the Emmy and
Golden Globe-winning series will have
the opportunity to visit sets from the
show, immerse themselves in the world of
Westeros and see how the world’s biggest
TV show was made.
Building on the success of past live
branded experiences, including the Touring
Exhibition and Game of Thrones Live Concert
Experience, HBO will open up the GoT
archives and share them with loyal fans.

In true GoT fashion, the network is
promising that the attractions will be on a
scale and scope bigger than anything the
public has ever seen. Not only will these
provide a massive boost to local tourism,
they will also be a lasting legacy to the
show’s memory.
Each site will feature not only the sets but
also displays of costumes, props, weapons,
set decorations, art files, models and other
production materials.
The visitor experience will be enhanced
by state-of-the-art digital content and
interactive materials which will showcase
some of the digital wizardry the series is
known for.
“HBO is thrilled to celebrate the work of
the Game of Thrones creative team and crew

by preserving these locations and inviting
fans to visit Northern Ireland and explore
Westeros in person,” said Jeff Peters, Vice
President, Licensing and Retail, HBO.
“We look forward to opening the gates
and sharing the excitement of stepping
inside these amazing sets with Game of
Thrones fans from around the world.
“The opportunity to celebrate Northern
Ireland’s pivotal role in the life and legacy of
the show and share its culture, beauty and
warmth is also a huge inspiration behind
these legacy projects.”
Given the unique and impressive nature
of the production work in Northern Ireland,
HBO is considering including the standing
sets for locations such as Winterfell, Castle
Black and Kings Landing.
These will stand alongside a formal
studio tour of Linen Mill Studios, which will
showcase a wide array of subject matter
from the series and span all seasons and
settings.
A description of the full scope of the
Game of Thrones Legacy project will be
revealed at a later date after an exploratory
process is completed.
■ Ireland.com

MAKE TIME
FOR TEE

NORTHERN IRELAND will take the number one
position on golf’s global calendar in 2019 as the
host of The Open Championship.
Marking a historic return to Northern Ireland
after 68 years, The Open will be held at Royal
Portrush Golf Club from July 14 to 21 on the
Causeway Coastal Route.
Royal Portrush occupies a formidable array of
giant sand hills in County Antrim, with panoramic
views of the Causeway Coast, the east of Scotland
and the Donegal hills to the west.
It is expected The Open will sell out for the very
first time, having already achieved the fastestselling ticket launch in its history. Specialist golf and
hospitality packages linked to the tournament are
available from the Causeway Coast right down to
Dublin, only three hours away.
■ TheOpen.com/TheOneclub
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Royal Portrush
Golf Club.
Picture courtesy
Tourism Ireland

After Dinner Pool Side

2019/2020
SUMMER SAILINGS

DATE

DAYS

VOYAGE

FROM/TO

17 Feb 2019

19

6904

Auckland to Bali

We are counting down the days until Silver Muse

18 Nov 2019

18

6930

Singapore to Sydney

FREE ECONOMY AIR

will make her debut to our local shores in Australia

06 Dec 2019

14

6931

Sydney to Auckland

FREE BUSINESS AIR

and New Zealand from this December until

20 Dec 2019

14

6932

Auckland to Sydney

FREE BUSINESS AIR

03 Jan 2020

13

6001

Sydney roundtrip

FREE BUSINESS AIR

16 Jan 2020

16

6002

Sydney to Auckland

FREE BUSINESS AIR

voyages will also include the tropical escapes of

01 Feb 2020

17

6003

Auckland to Sydney

FREE BUSINESS AIR

the South Pacific Islands. Punctuated by colourful

18 Feb 2020

14

6004

Sydney roundtrip

FREE BUSINESS AIR

cities and tranquil days at sea, she will meander

03 Mar 2020

14

6005

Sydney to Auckland

FREE BUSINESS AIR

17 Mar 2020

14

6006

Auckland to Sydney

FREE BUSINESS AIR

31 Mar 2020

18

6007

Sydney to Singapore

FREE ECONOMY AIR

February 2019 before she returns again for an
even longer season in November 2019. During this
extended season in the summer of 2019-20 her

through remote, untouched regions of spectacular
beauty, creating an unforgettable journey which
will delight even the most seasoned traveller.

SILVERSEA’S ALL-INCLUSIVE LIFEST YLE
Butler service in every suite
Wines and spirits served in your suite and
throughout the ship
Intimate, ultra-luxury ships of up to only 608 guests
Onboard gratuities always included
24-hour complimentary in-suite dining service
Spacious eloquently equipped ocean-view suites,
most with private verandas
Personalised service – nearly one crew member
for every guest
Multiple restaurants, world-class cuisine,
open-seating dining
Onboard entertainment and enrichment programs
Complimentary transportation into town in most ports

Contact Silversea on +61 2 9255 0600,
1300 306 872 or at APRes@silversea.com
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